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THE RETROACTIVITY PROVISIONS OF
LOUISIANA'S EQUAL MANAGEMENT LAW:
INTERPRETATION AND CONSTITUTIONALITY
Cynthia Samuel*
If "what's past is prologue," the prologue to Louisiana's
equal management law took place ominously in France in 1793
when the Committee on Civil and Criminal Legislation, to
which the government of the French revolution had assigned
the task of preparing a civil code, presented its proposed arti-
cles on matrimonial regimes to the National Convention.' The
Committee recommended that all spouses be subject to a re-
gime of community similar to the customary regime that then
existed in part of France, but with an important difference: in
the community regime of the new civil code the husband was
not to be the exclusive head; instead, the spouses would exer-
cise a common right to the administration of their common
fund.2 The philosophers at the Convention, Danton, Desmou-
lins, and others, praised the proposal for restoring to the wife
her natural rights to the administration of common property.3
The Convention's jurists, however, argued that man's natural
superiority over woman rendered the wife incapable of admin-
istration, that common administration would engender disor-
der and discord, and that so revolutionary a system as the
Committee proposed would cause foreigners to regard the
French with distrust.' In the end the Convention rejected the
Committee's proposal, a triumph of juristic tradition over phil-
osophical principles.5
If philosophical principles of equality in conjugal relations
could not prevail during the heyday of "liberty, equality, fra-
ternity," it was scarcely to be hoped that such principles would
fair better in the summer of 1978 before the Louisiana Legisla-
* Assistant Professor of Law, Tulane University Member of Advisory Committee
to Joint Legislative Subcommittee Revising Louisiana's Community Property Laws.
1. P. SAGNAC, LA LEGISLATION CIVILE DE LA REVOLUTION FRANqAIsE 294-301 (1899).
2. Id. at 297.
3. Id. at 300.
4. Id.
5. Id. at 301.
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ture which, by rejecting the Equal Rights Amendment, had
already shown little fervor for statements of constitutional
principle concerning the rights of women. Although the subject
of comprehensive matrimonial regime reform to improve the
wife's position in the management of the community property
had been under intensive study since 1974,1 the legislature had
seemed content to retain the husband as "head and master"7
while aiding the wife with piecemeal legislation giving her the
authority to obligate her earnings,' if she had any, and placing
further restrictions on the husband's powers over community
immovables? When presented in 1977 with two entirely differ-
ent proposals for comprehensive reform the legislature had en-
acted neither and only resolved to study one of them for possi-
ble enactment in 1978.10 However, the unlikely happened; the
1978 legislature enacted as a comprehensive substitute for
"head and master" a system of "equal management" wherein
as a general rule either spouse acting alone may manage the
community property and obligate it for debts." By coincidence
France, too, in 1978 moved toward recognizing the principle of
spousal equality by cabinet adoption of a proposal very similar
to Louisiana's equal management scheme.' 2
6. In that year the Louisiana Law Institute gave priority in its long range project
of Civil Code reform to the revision of matrimonial regime laws. See Riley, Women's
Rights in the Louisiana Matrimonial Regime, 50 TuL. L. REv. 557, 558 (1976), for a
description of the Louisiana Law Institute's proposals for community property reform.
7. "Head and master," the term used in Louisiana Civil Code article 2404, will
be used by this author to denote the system of husband-management of community
property.
8. LA. R.S. 9:3581 (Supp. 1975), added by 1975 La. Acts, No. 705 (Louisiana
Equal Credit Opportunity Law).
9. 1976 La. Acts, No. 679, amending LA. CIV. CODE art. 2334.
10. The 1977 legislature was offered a choice between a "two funds" system of
management proposed by the Louisiana Law Institute in House Bill 783, and an "equal
management" system proposed in House Bill 1278 and Senate Bill 581. The legislature
enacted neither; instead, it passed Senate Concurrent Resolution 54 establishing a
joint legislative subcommittee and an advisory committee to draft an "equal manage-
ment" system. See Riley, supra note 6, at 558-62.
11. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, §§ 1-2841, 1-2842, adding LA. R.S. 9:2841-42. The rule
of equal management is subject to exceptions that require concurrence of both spouses,
e.g., LA. R.S. 9:2843 (Supp. 1978), or consent of a particular spouse, e.g., LA. R.S.
9:2844-45 (Supp. 1978).
12. The Cabinet Meeting, Le Monde, March 9, 1978, at 34, reports that on March
8, 1978 the cabinet adopted a proposal allowing the wife, like the husband, to have
the power to administer and dispose of community property on her own, though con-
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Although the philosophical debate over the wife's place in
the community regime may have been settled in Louisiana by
Act 627 of 1978, the Equal Management Law, the legislature
has invited further scrutiny of equal management prior to ac-
tual implementation. By the terms of Act 627 equal manage-
ment will not take effect as the legal regime until January 1,
1980.11 In the interim equal management is to be restudied and
additional legislation proposed to implement the concept in a
proper, orderly manner."4 Among the decisions crucial to the
effectiveness of equal management is that of determining to
whom, to what property, and to which transactions the new law
will apply. Shall it apply retroactively, that is, shall unforeseen
consequences be attached to situations that arose prior to the
effective date of the new rules? If so there is a risk that the
expectations of those whose actions took place under the old
law will be frustrated. Alternatively, shall the new law be ap-
plied prospectively, that is, only to situations arising after the
effective date of the Act? If so the inequities of head and master
will be perpetuated in numerous situations. As a compromise,
should the new rules apply in some respects retroactively and
in others prospectively?
The answer to these questions depends partly on the ex-
tent to which the United States and Louisiana Constitutions
permit retroactive legislation, and partly on legislative policy
determinations as to what, within constitutional bounds, ought
to be the reach of the new law. The problem demands legisla-
tive attention, for if the legislature does not clearly demon-
strate the intent to make a law retroactive, the courts are
bound by the Civil Code and Revised Statutes to apply it pro-
spectively only. 5 Yet in other areas of Louisiana Civil Code
currence of the spouses would be required for contracts permanently committing the
community estate or involving things indispensable to family or professional life.
13. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9.
14. La. H.R. Con. Res. No. 232, 4th Reg. Sess. (1978). House Concurrent Resolu-
tion 232 retains the joint legislative subcommittee and advisory committee for the
purpose of further study and drafting, instructs the Louisiana Law Institute to review
the legislation for style and semantics, and requests the Louisiana Bar Association to
hold seminars on the legislation.
15. LA. CIv. CODE arts. 8, 1945(1); LA. R.S. 1:2 (1950). In Green v. Liberty Mut.
Ins. Co., 352 So. 2d 366 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1977), cert denied, 354 So. 2d 210 (La. 1978),
the court refused to apply a new law barring "executive officer" liability to a cause of
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reform retroactivity has either not been dealt with legislatively
or has been treated legislatively as an afterthought.'" In the
community property reforms of other states and countries,
some legislatures have addressed the problem of retroactivity
in detail," while others have remained enigmatically silent on
the subject.'8 The Louisiana legislature's approach to the ap-
plicability of the equal management law falls in between these
action against an executive officer that arose prior to the new law. Finding no legisla-
tive intent to make the new law affect prior causes of action, the court considered itself
bound to give the new law prospective application.
16. For example, 1976 La. Acts, No. 103, containing comprehensive amendments
to the usufruct, use and habitation articles, did not have a retroactivity provision as
originally passed. The following session, section seven of that act was amended by 1977
La. Acts, No. 137, to read: "The provisions of this Act shall apply to all personal
servi(udes, including those existing on the effective date of this act; but no provision
may be applied to divest already vested rights or to impair the obligations of con-
tracts." As a statement of legislative intent with respect to the application of the new
law the last clause leaves much to be desired. If it means only that the new law is not
intended to be unconstitutionally applied, it is superfluous since the law could not be
applied unconstitutionally whether or not the legislature so intended. If it means that
there are situations to which the new law is not intended to apply even though it could
constitutionally be so applied, then it would have been better to describe those situa-
tions in terms more functional than "vested right" and "impairment of the obligations
of contract." The Louisiana Trust Code of 1964 contains a more functional retroactiv-
ity provision: trusts created prior to the effective date of the Trust Code are governed
by the law in effect at the time of creation except that, unless the trust provides
otherwise, administrative and procedural matters are governed by the Trust Code. LA.
R.S. 9:2252 (Supp. 1964), as amended by 1968 La. Acts, No. 137.
17. See, e.g., California's detailed and repeated efforts to define its equal man-
agement law's applicability described in Reppy, Retroactivity of the 1975 California
Community Property Reforms, 48 S.CAL. L. REv. 977 (1975). California made an addi-
tional attempt in 1977 to clarify the law's applicablity. Ch. 692, § 2 [1977]. France
also addressed in detail the question of the applicability of its 1965 matrimonial regime
reforms. See arts. 9-23 de Ia loi n0 65-570 du 13 juillet 1965, as amended by loi n0 65-
995 du 26 nov. 1965.
18. See, e.g., the New Mexico equal management reform, N.M. STAT. ANN. §§ 57-
4A-1 et seq. (1973), which, except for section 57-4A-6 concerning a presumption of
separate property, contains no statement on the retroactivity of the new law. The 1969
Quebec matrimonial regime reform made changes in the community regime, which
prior to the reform had been the legal regime but after the reform became a contractual
one. The changes to the community regime, though not as far reaching as Louisiana's
changes, affect both classification and control of assets. Nevertheless, Quebec Civil
Code article 1268(3) declares that the changes in the community regime'are applicable
to spouses married under the old regime, apparently without any limitations such as
Louisiana, France, and California have attempted to prescribe. For a general discus-
sion of the Quebec reform, see Bartke, Community Property Law Reform in the United
States and in Canada-a Comparison and Critique, 50 TuL. L. REv.'213 (1976).
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two extremes. Section 9 of Act 627 of 1978 provides that the
new legal regime will be applicable as of January 1, 1980 to:
the property and obligations of all spouses whether the
spouses were married or whether property was acquired or
an obligation was incurred prior to or after January 1,
1980, unless the spouses have adopted a matrimonial re-
gime by express contract; provided, that Part II of Chap-
ter 2 of Section 1 of this Act [the new legal regime] shall
not be construed to change the characterization as com-
munity or separate of assets acquired or fruits and reve-
nues accrued prior to January 1, 1980, nor to invalidate
any act or transaction made prior to January 1, 1980 by a
spouse according to the law in force at the time of the act
or transaction.'"
Thus the legislature intended the new legislation to cover all
married persons and all marital property and obligations with-
out distinction as to the date of the marriage or the time the
property and obligations were acquired, 0 and the intended ex-
ceptions to this general rule are described with particularity.
In spite of commendable legislative attention in Act 627 to
the problem of retroactivity, lawyers and judges will still be
faced with a variety of situations in which the applicability of
the new equal management law may become problematic. To
aid in resolving these problems this article will attempt first to
delineate the general constitutional restrictions on retroactive
laws. The article will then discuss a theory advanced academi-
cally and judicially'from which it might follow that retroactive
application of Act 627 in any respect would be unconstitutional
as to spouses married under the old law. Specific problematic
situations will then be identified and examined in relation to
the legislative intent concerning retroactivity in those situa-
tions and to constitutional restrictions. Finally, recommenda-
tions for legislative amendment will be made where amend-
19. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9.
20. See Minutes of the Joint Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary
and the House Comm. on Civil Law and Procedure, 4th Reg. Sess. (Jan. 30, 1978)
[hereinafter cited as Joint Legislative Subcomm.], for a partial statement of legisla-
tive intent in this regard.
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ment appears necessary to prevent troublesome decisions on
the applicability of the new law.
POSSIBLE THEORIES OF CONSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGE
It is virtually impossible for legislation to improve the so-
cial and economic circumstances of some and still maintain the
status quo for everyone else. The social and economic disad-
vantage of some almost always corresponds to the social and
economic advantage of others. Thus when legislation removes
or ameliorates the disadvantage suffered by one group, the cor-
responding advantageous position does not remain the same as
it was before the legislation. When state legislatures try to shift
advantages through taxation and spending, as when taxes are
increased to provide for greater welfare benefits, the soundness
of the shift may be hotly debated in the political arena. How-
ever, when a state attempts a more direct reallocation of social
and economic advantages, as when it compels employers to pay
minimum wages or observe maximum hours, debate has often
spread from the legislature to the courts via the arguments of
those happy with the status quo that the reallocation unconsti-
tutionally deprives them of property without due process of
law2 or impairs the obligations of their contracts.22 Constitu-
tional history exhibits widely differing judicial response to
these arguments.
During the era of the United States Supreme Court's
"substantive due process" doctrine, generally regarded as be-
ginning in 1905 with Lochner v. New York,23 the Court's will-
ingness to scrutinize under the due process clause the ends and
means chosen by legislatures to effect social and economic re-
forms resulted often in constitutional preservation of the status
quo."4 The Court later repudiated the substantive due process
21. "INlor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property with-
out due process of law ... ." [hereinafter referred to as due process clause] U.S.
CONST. amend. XIV, § 1. The Louisiana constitutional counterpart to the federal due
process clause is article I, section 2, of the 1974 Louisiana Constitution.
22. "No State shall . ..pass any .. .Law impairing the Obligation of Con-
tracts. ... [hereinafter referred to as contracts clause] U.S. CONST. art. I, § 10.
The Louisiana constitutional counterpart to the federal contracts clause is article I,
section 23, of the 1974 Louisiana Constitution.
23. 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
24. Lochner invalidated a New York law setting maximum hours for bakery
[Vol. 39
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doctrine following heavy criticism that pursuant to that doc-
trine the Court was merely substituting its own judgment for
that of elected legislatures in determining social and economic
policy. Where it had once scrutinized social and economic re-
forms for unconstitutionality, the Court eventually deferred to
legislative judgment on those matters with little or no inquiry
into the reasonableness or necessity for the legislation.25
Retroactive civil laws are not prohibited solely on account
of their retroactivity by any specific clause in the constitution."
Thus they ought not to engender any stricter constitutional
scrutiny under the due process clause than prospective legisla-
tion reallocating social and economic advantages. However
because of general suspicion of retroactive legislation it might
be expected that the Court, having abandoned the due process
clause for invalidating prospective social and economic legisla-
tion, might yet resurrect it for scrutinizing retroactive legisla-
tion. As recently as 1975, however, the Court sustained a retro-
active federal law upon a simple showing of its rationality and
non-arbitrariness. In Usrey v. Turner Ellshorn Mining
Company27 the Court upheld under a due process attack 2 a
federal statute imposing on mine operators liability to compen-
sate miners and their survivors for disability or death due to
"black lung disease" contracted during employment in the
mines. The statute was retroactive in that it required mine
operators to compensate for disabilities incurred during em-
employees. Another famous case invalidating state social and economic legislation
under this doctrine is Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U.S. 1 (1915), in which the Court
invalidated a state prohibition on "yellow dog" contracts.
25. See L. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITTIONAL LAW 434-55 (1978) for a thorough
discussion of the rise and fall of the substantive due process doctrine.
26. The clause in article I of the United States Constitution forbidding ex post
facto laws had been held to apply only to criminal laws. Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.)
386 (1798). The Louisiana Constitution likewise contains no ban on retroactive civil
laws per se; the ex post facto clause of the Louisiana Constitution apparently does not
apply to civil laws. See Cooper v. Lykes, 218 La. 251, 49 So. 2d 3 (1950). The clause is
found in article IV, section 15, of the Louisiana Constitution of 1921, and in article I,
section 23, of the Louisiana Constitution of 1974.
27. 428 U.S. 1 (1975).
28. Although the attack on the federal statute was made under the due process
clause of the fifth amendment, there is no reason to believe the analysis would have
been different if the law had been a state law attacked under the due process clause
of the fourteenth amendment.
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ployment that had terminated prior to the enactment of the
statute imposing liability.' The Court stated that "legislative
Acts adjusting the burdens and benefits of economic life come
to the Court with a presumption of constitutionality, and...
the burden is on one complaining of a due process violation to
establish that the legislature has acted in an arbitrary and
irrational way."3 0 The rationality test appears none too strin-
gent in light of the Court's indication that it is rational for a
legislature to place the cost of injury or death from a dangerous
condition of employment on the employers who had benefited
from the employment,3' even though the employers might have
been justifiably unaware of the danger of black lung disease
when the employment took place.32 The Court could have used
the balancing analysis suggested by some writers to determine
the rationality of retroactive legislation. In this analysis a court
weighs the importance of the new policy and the necessity for
retroactive legislation against the justifiable reliance by the
complaining party on the situation before the new policy and
the severity of the injury caused by the retroactive application
of the new policy. 3 Instead, the Court refused to base its deter-
mination of rationality partly, as it might have done, on a
finding that the mine operators could not be said to have con-
sciously structured their conduct in reliance on non-liability to
former employees for black lung disease .3  Although it ac-
knowledged the fact that the retroactive law might have a
grossly uneven effect on mine operators throughout the indus-
29. 428 U.S. at 15-16.
30. Id. at 15.
31. Id. at 18-19.
32. The right to compensation under the statute extended to miners employed
prior to the 1950's when the disease was first recognized in the United States. Id. at
17. See also id. at 40 n.4 (Powell, J., concurring).
33. Reppy, supra note 17, at 1048-49. See also Hochman, The Supreme Court
and the Constitutionality of Retroactive Legislation, 73 HARV. L. REv. 692 (1960);
Slawson, Constitutional and Legislative Considerations in Retroactive Lawmaking, 48
CAL. L. REv. 216 (1960); Smith, Retroactive Laws and Vested Rights, 5 TEx. L. Rv.
231 (1927).
34. See Welch v. Henry, 305 U.S. 134 (1938). The Court in Welch upheld a state
tax on dividend income received in a year in which previous law had exempted such
income because the taxpayer's conduct in receiving income would have been the same
no matter which law applied and thus his conduct could not be said to have been in
reliance on the old law.
[Vol. 39
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try, 5 it apparently gave this factor no weight. Thus the Court's
conclusory statement that "the Act approaches the problem of
cost spreading rationally,"3 amounts to total deference to the
"wisdom of Congress' chosen scheme"37 where retroactive legis-
lation is challenged under the due process clause.
The deference to legislative judgment shown by the Court
under the due process clause is also apparent when the Court
examines legislation alleged to violate the clause prohibiting
the taking of property for public use without just compensa-
tion.31 In Penn Central Transportation Company v. City of New
York 3l the Court upheld the New York City Landmark Law
which prohibited the owners of Grand Central Terminal from
constructing a 55-story tower above the terminal. Acknowledg-
ing the lack of a set formula for determining when "justice and
fairness" require compensation, the Court held that there is no
unconstitutional taking just because a new law denies a pre-
viously existing opportunity to exploit a property interest, or
because the new law diminishes the value of a property inter-
est, or because the new law has a more severe impact on some
than on others.'0 Only if the magnitude of the interference with
property interests is unusually severe will compensation be re-
quired.' Where, as in this case, the new law does not interfere
with the present use of the property, permits a reasonable re-
turn on investment, and offers the injured party some new
rights in return for the ones abrogated,' 2 the effect of the new
law is not of sufficient magnitude to constitute a taking of
35. 428 U.S. at 18-19.
36. Id.
37. Id. at 19.
38. "[Nior shall private property be taken for public use, without just compen-
sation." [hereinafter referred to as takings clause] U.S. CONST. amend. V, declared
applicable to state legislation through the fourteenth amendment in Missouri Pac. Ry.
v. Nebraska, 164 U.S. 403 (1896). The corresponding takings clause of the Louisiana
Constitution is qualified in that ownership of private property is expressly made
"subject to reasonable statutory restrictions and the reasonable exercise of the police
power." LA. CONST. art. I, § 4.
39. 98 S. Ct. 2646 (1978).
40. Id. at 2659-65.
41. Id. at 2665.
42. The New York City Landmark Law provided that the owner of a designated
landmark could transfer the air rights from the landmark to another site suitable for
construction of an office building. Id. at 2666.
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private property for which compensation is due. Analysis under
the takings clause in Penn Central focuses on whether the in-
jured party is left with any meaningful rights or property. That
focus is perhaps preferable to the conclusory approach the
Court took in Turner under the due process clause in determin-
ing that the law was rational, but both cases indicate that the
injured party must make a showing of extraordinary injury
before the legislative judgment will be upset. Neither the due
process nor the takings analysis probes in any depth. the pur-
pose of the legislature in enacting the challenged laws nor eval-
uates the merits of the particular means chosen by the legisla-
ture to effectuate the purpose.
Until recently the contracts clause had not been consid-
ered as presenting any greater limitation on a state's power to
enact social and economic legislation than the limitation pre-
sented by the due process or takings clauses. 3 Although the
Court had at times used the contracts clause to invalidate var-
ious state legislation having retroactive effect," the leading
case construing the contracts clause, Home Building and Loan
Association v. Blaisdell," upheld an emergency retroactive
debt moratorium law on the theory that a contract must be
read as having incorporated in advance reasonable legislative
changes in the law." In light of the Blaisdell case, the Louisiana
Supreme Court in its leading contracts clause decision con-
strued the clause as requiring no more than that retroactive
legislation pursuant to the state's police power be reasonable. 7
43. United States Trust Co. of N.Y. v. New Jersey, 431 U.S. 1, 51-53, 59-61 (1977)
(Brennan, J., dissenting); The Supreme Court, 1976 Term, 91 HARv. L. Rv. 70, 84
(1977).
44. See Wood v. Lovett, 313 U.S. 362 (1941) (invalidating repeal of previous state
law prohibiting state from rescinding tax sales for various irregularities); Worthen Co.
v. Kavanaugh, 295 U.S. 56 (1935) (invalidating retroactive change in security for
municipal bonds); W.B. Worthen Co. v. Thompson, 292 U.S. 426 (1934) (invalidating
state law exempting life insurance benefits from garnishment).
45. 290 U.S. 398 (1934).
46. Id. at 435. See also El Paso v. Simmons, 379 U.S. 497 (1965) (upholding new
five year limitation on previously unlimited right of land purchasers to reinstate claims
to public land).
47. Hooter v. Wilson, 273 So. 2d 516, 521, 523 (La. 1973) (upholding statutory
increase in amount of debtor's property exempt from garnishment, even though gar-
nishment judgment was rendered prior to effective date of increased exemption). See
also Ouachita Nat'l Bank v. Rowan, 345 So. 2d 1014, 1017 (La. App. 2d Cir.), cert.
[Vol. 39
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However, two contracts clause decisions from the United
States Supreme Court's most recent terms indicate that invo-
cation of the contracts clause may result in a stricter evaluation
of legislation than is necessary under the due process clause.
The first of the recent contracts clause decisions, United
States Trust Company of New York v. New Jersey,4" invalida-
ted an attempt by New Jersey to repeal retroactively a statu-
tory bondholders' covenant that restricted the ability of the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey to use revenues
and reserves pledged to secure the Port Authority's bonds to
finance predictably unprofitable passenger rail transportation.
The Court distinguished between legislative attempts to affect
contracts to which the state itself is a party and attempts to
affect contracts between private persons. It designated the for-
mer to receive stricter scrutiny than the latter. In the case of
legislation affecting private contracts "courts properly defer to
legislative judgment as to the necessity and reasonableness of
a particular measure."'" Where stricter scrutiny is appropriate,
necessity is determined by whether less drastic means were
available to achieve the legislative purpose, and reasonableness
is determined by whether the problem the new legislation seeks
to remedy has come to light since the making of the contract
and was thus unforeseen at the time of the making of the con-
tract." These tests of necessity and reasonableness shift the
burden of proof to the legislature to justify the retroactive legis-
lation affecting contracts to which the state is a party, in con-
trast to the deference afforded to legislative wisdom under the
due process clause illustrated by the Turner decision. Further-
more, the trial court's findings that the market value of the
denied, 349 So. 2d 332 (La. 1977) (upholding application of increased homestead ex-
emption to pre-existing debt).
48. 431 U.S. 1 (1977).
49. Id. at 22-23. For a criticism of the Court's different standard for reviewing
legislation affecting state, as opposed to private, contracts, see The Supreme Court,
1976 Term, 91 HARv. L. Rav. 70, 83-84 (1977); for a defense, see L. TRiBE, supra note
25, at 473.
50. 431 U.S. at 29-32. The Court found in this case that the repeal of the conven-
ant was (1) not necessary because the state failed to demonstrate that no less drastic
means were available for providing passenger rail service and (2) not reasonable be-
cause the convenant was made precisely to protect bondholders against the forseeable
chance that the Port Authority would become involved in unprofitable mass transit.
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bonds was not impaired and that other significant statutory
protections for the bondholders remained5 were only relevant
to, not determinative of reas6nableness. 5 This conclusion dis-
tinguishes contracts clause analysis from analysis under the
takings clause wherein the court simply satisfies itself that the
complaining party is still left with meaningful rights or prop-
erty.
At least in the case of legislation affecting private con-
tracts, United States Trust Company left the rule of deference
to legislative judgment intact, but in Allied Structural Steel
Company v. Spannaus,53 decided in June of 1978, the Court
rejected the rule of deference with respect to legislation affect-
ing private contracts. Minnesota had enacted a law in 1974
requiring employers of over 100 persons that provided a pension
plan for employees to pay a "pension funding charge" for either
terminating a pension plan or closing a Minnesota plant. The
pension funding charge obligated the employer to make its
pension fund sufficient to cover all employees who had worked
for the employer at least ten years. The charge was to be com-
puted to include periods of employment antedating the new
law and to be applied so as to supersede the terms of the spe-
cific pension plan under which the employees had worked. Al-
lied Structural Steel closed its Minnesota plant shortly after
the effective date of the Act and was assessed a charge of
$185,000 for nine employees who had worked ten years but who
would not have been eligible for pension rights under the terms
of Allied's plan. The Court's first inquiry under its new con-
tracts clause analysis was whether there had been a substantial
impairment of a contractual relationship, for according to the
Court a severe impairment would entail careful judicial scru-
tiny of the nature and purpose of the legislation. 5 Had the
impairment been less than severe the Court apparently would
have deferred to legislative judgment as to the necessity and
reasonableness of the law. The Court then measured the sever-
ity of the impairment by the extent of the reliance the parties
51. Id. at 41-44 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
52. Id. at 27.
53. 98 S. Ct. 2716 (1978).
54. Id. at 2723.
[Vol. 39
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had placed in a specific state of affairs created through binding
contractual obligations.5 The fact that Allied had relied heav-
ily and reasonably on the express terms of its pension plan
when making contributions, that the Minnesota law in effect
nullified those express terms, and that Allied was forced by the
retroactive legislative changes to its pension plan to pay the
"potentially disabling" amount of $185,000, led to the conclu-
sion that Allied's contractual obligation had been severely im-
paired." The Court then questioned the purpose of legislation
that did not address protection of broad societal interests but
instead focused narrowly only on large employers with pension
plans who attempted to close their plants or terminate their
plans,57 and found the purpose insufficient justification for se-
vere impairment of a contractual obligation. The Court's over-
riding skepticism of the purpose of the legislation, in contrast
to its concession in United States Trust Company of the legi-
timacy of the purpose of providing mass transportation, energy
conservation, and environmental protection," obviated the
need in Allied to assess the necessity and reasonableness of the
means chosen by the legislature to achieve the purpose. Had
an inquiry into the necessity for and reasonableness of the
means been appropriate in Allied the Court might have applied
the tests from United States Trust Company, questioning the
availability of less drastic means to effectuate the purpose and
asking whether conditions unforeseen at the time of the con-
tract created the problem the new legislation sought to rem-
edy. 59
The Allied and United States Trust Company cases have
thus rearmed the contracts clause as a vehicle for attacking
new legislation. The idea expressed in Blaisdell that contracts
are understood as having been made subject to future laws is
no longer tenable. Instead, when a contractual arrangement of
affairs justifiably relied upon has been nullified by legislation
causing a potentially disabling effect, the Court will find severe
55. Id.
56. Id. at 2723-24.
57. Id. at 2724-25. The Court even intimated that the Act might have been
passed in retaliation for the closure of a plant by White Motor Corporation, which
employed over 1,000 Minnesotans. Id. at 2724 n.20.
58. United States Trust Co. of N.Y. v. New Jersey, 431 U.S. 1, 28 (1977).
59. Id. at 29-32.
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impairment of the contract and will invalidate the legislation
unless in the Court's opinion the legislation serves a sufficiently
broad and important societal purpose, there are no less drastic
means to effectuate the purpose, and the problem remedied by
the legislation was unforeseen at the time the contract was
confected. Furthermore, a comparison of the results in the two
recent cases contesting legislation involving the welfare of em-
ployees-Allied, in which the Court invalidated under the con-
tracts clause a statute compelling certain employers to bring
their pension funds up to a certain standard, and Turner, in
which the Court upheld under the due process clause a statute
compelling certain employers to compensate employees for job-
related disabilities-indicates that if the contracts clause is
applicable the legislation is perhaps more likely to be invalida-
ted than if only the due process clause is applicable.
The recent Supreme Court contracts clause decisions es-
tablish the focus of any inquiry into the constitutionality of the
equal management law as applied to various situations.
Whereas previously it made little difference whether new legis-
lation affected a contractual or a non-contractual right, now
any situation affected by the equal management law must first
be analyzed to see whether it involves a contract. If not, the
burden is on the complaining party to show that the law is
arbitrary or irrational. Where a contract is involved, however,
then if that contract is severely impaired according to the test
in Allied, the purpose of the legislation and the means chosen
by the legislature to effect it are no longer entitled to deferen-
tial support, but instead must be scrutinized on their merits.
CHANGES IN MANAGEMENT OF COMMUNITY PROPERTY: EFFECT OF
ACT 627 ON HUSBAND MARRIED UNDER PRIOR LAw
Present law makes the husband the "head and master" of
the community; he alone as a general rule may manage the
community property, obligate it for debts, and dispose of it by
onerous title. 0 The wife has limited veto power over the lease,
mortgage, or sale of community immovables.1' She can obligate
60. LA. CIv. CODE art. 2404.
61. LA. CIv. CODE art. 2334.
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her earnings for her debts 2 and obligate the community prop-
erty for "necessaries" the husband has failed to provide 3 or for
debts contracted by her as a "public merchant," 4 but she,
unlike the husband, has no general power to obligate the com-
munity property for the debts that she creates. It is to these
principles that the new law makes its greatest changes. First,
under the new legal regime the wife as a general rule may
without the husband's consent manage the community prop-
erty and obligate it for both her antenuptial debts and her
debts during marriage. 5 Second, the new law, by requiring the
spouses to concur for alienation, lease, or encumbrance of
major family assets, increases beyond present law the number
of instances in which the wife's consent is required. Third, by
reserving transactions involving certain community property
for the exclusive management of a particular spouse," the new
62. LA. R.S. 9:3581-85 (Supp. 1977).
63. LA. CIv. CODE art. 1786 has been cited judicially as authority for this proposi-
tion. See General Tire Serv. v. Nash, 273 So. 2d 539 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1973). However,
as Professor Riley noted, the proper authority is either Civil Code articles 119 and 120,
concerning the husband's obligation of support, or Civil Code articles 2985-3034, out-
lining the principles of mandate. See J. RILEY, Contracts and Responsibilities of Hus-
band and Wife in Louisiana Law; EssAys ON THE CmIL LAw OF OBLIGAMONS (J. Dainow
ed. 1969).
. 64. LA. CIv. CODE art. 131. It may be argued, however, that the wife may not
obligate the husband personally under this article unless he has consented to her being
a public merchant. See discussion in J. RILEy, supra note 63, at 36-37.
65. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, §§ 1-2841-42. The husband's management powers
are, of course, equal to those of the wife under the new law. Id.
66. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2843 requires concurrence for the alienation,
lease, or encumbrance of (a) all community immovables (consent of wife not required
by present law for sale, lease, or mortgage of community immovables registered in the
husband's name alone), (b) the furniture or furnishings in use in the family home
(concurrence of wife not required under present law), (c) a community business or all
or substantially all of the assets of the business (concurrence of wife not required under
present law), (d) movables issued or registered as provided by law in the names of the
spouses jointly (as a practical matter concurrence of wife is probably necessary under
present law). Concurrence is also required for donations of community assets except
ordinary and customary donations commensurate with the economic status of the
spouses (under present law wife's consent not necessary for donations under particular
title of community movables). For present law, see LA. Civ. CODE arts. 2334, 2404.
67. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2844 reserves to the spouse who is managing a
community business without the participation in management of the other spouse the
exclusive right to manage the ordinary affairs of the business. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627,
§ 1-2845 reserves to the spouse in whose name movables are issued or registered as
provided by law the sole right to manage, encumber, lease, or alienate them.
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law enables a wife to achieve sole control over such property to
the exclusion of the husband's management. In sum the new
law has elevated the managerial authority of the wife acting
alone to equal the husband's authority under present law and
has added additional instances requiring concurrence of the
spouses.
The management provisions of Act 627 as well as the pro-
vision enabling either spouse to obligate the community prop-
erty are clearly intended under section nine of the Act to be
applied to the property and obligations of all spouses who have
not made an express matrimonial regime contract, whether or
not the spouses were married or the property acquired or obli-
gations incurred before the effective date of Act 627.18 The Act
thus has no direct application to spouses who have made ex-
press matrimonial regime contracts but is intended to apply to
spouses who are living under the legal regime because they
married without having made a prenuptial contract. Conceiv-
ably a husband subject to the present legal regime that makes
him head and master could complain that the new law if ap-
plied to him deprives him unconstitutionally of his paramount
position as manager of the community property. If his constitu-
tional argument is based solely on a deprivation of property
without due process of law he will have a tough burden to prove
that the legislature acted arbitrarily or unreasonably."9
However, if his position in the legal regime as head and
master is considered to have resulted from a contract between
him and his wife, and he can show severe impairment of this
contract as a result of the new legislation, he may under the
contracts clause shift the burden to the proponents of the legis-
lation to demonstrate its necessity and reasonableness."0 Thus
the first inquiry is whether the husband's authority as head
and master of the community can be said to have resulted from
a contract when the spouses are living under the legal regime
in the absence of an express matrimonial regime agreement.
68. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9 is quoted in the text at note 19, supra.
69. See text at notes 27-42, supra.
70. See text at notes 48-59, supra.
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Husband's Contracts Clause Argument: The Tacit Contract
Theory
It is no coincidence that when legislative reform of the
husband's authority as head and master became imminent the
theory of the contractual nature of the legal community regime
began to be vigorously urged in an attempt to establish that
spouses who marry without making an express matrimonial
regime contract have tacitly contracted for the community re-
gime. If accepted, the theory could have conveniently served a
double purpose for the opponents of the reform. It could have
provided the basis for defending the old regime from constitu-
tional attack on the ground that the wife had contracted for her
inferior managerial position and hence could not complain. It
could also have provided an argument based on the contracts
clause that any change in the managerial rules of the com-
munity regime could not be constitutionally applied to spouses
married prior to the change. The theory of the contractual
nature of the community regime has been expounded academi-
cally," has appeared in a Louisiana statute," and has been
utilized in opinions of the Louisiana Supreme Court, 3 the
Louisiana First Circuit Court of Appeal," and the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana.15
Indeed the United States District Court used the tacit contract
theory to uphold the constitutionality of the husband's author-
ity as head and master of the community. Although the tacit
contract theory is rejected in the new legislation," the credibil-
71. Pascal, Updating Louisiana's Community of Gains, 49 TuL. L. Rav. 555, 556-
57 (1975); Pascal, The Work of the Louisiana Appellate Courts for the 1975-1976
Term-Matrimonial Regimes, 37 LA. L. REv. 358, 358-59 (1977). The theory which is
founded on the contractual nature of the community regime is hereafter referred to as
the tacit contract theory.
72. 1975 La. Acts, No. 693, adding LA. R.S. 9:264. Revised Statutes 9:264 re-
quires the issuer of marriage licenses to provide each applicant with a summary of
current matrimonial regime laws. According to this Act, the summary must emphasize
among other things, "the conclusive presumption of law that spouses who have not
entered into a marriage contract before marriage did contract tacitly the community
of gains . .. ."
73. See, e.g., Creech v. Capitol Mack, Inc., 287 So. 2d 497, 504 (La. 1973).
74. Smith v. Dendinger, 349 So. 2d 907 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1977).
75. Kirchberg v. Feenstra, 430 F. Supp. 642, 647-48 (E.D. La. 1977).
76. See 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2833, comment which states: "The second
paragraph [of § 28331 rejects the tacit contract theory of the legal regime."
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ity that the theory may have gained from judicial mention and
academic advocacy and the seriousness of the implications
sought to be drawn from it necessitate a thorough inquiry into
whether the community regime that results when spouses have
made no prenuptial contract can be considered contractual in
nature.
Authority for the tacit contract theory in Louisiana law is
claimed to be found in the evolution of the spouses' power prior
to marriage to contract a regime different from the legal regime
of community.7 It is asserted by Professor Pascal that under
the Digest of 1808, prospective spouses were not permitted to
alter the community regime by express prenuptial contract;
the community regime was at that time imposed by law as a
consequence of marriage on every marriage subject to Louis-
iana law.7" The Civil Code of 1825, the argument proceeds, in
contrast to the Digest of 1808 permitted prospective spouses to
contract expressly to reject or modify the community regime;79
if no express contract was made, the Civil Code of 1825 sub-
jected the spouses to the legal regime of community of acquets
or gains. 0 The present Louisiana Civil Code continues to allow
the prospective spouses the option of contractually avoiding or
modifying the community regime"' and to subject them to the
legal regime of community in default of any such contract. 2 It
is argued that the deliberate revision of legislative will in 1825
to allow the prospective spouses to alter the community regime
by contract changed the nature of the community regime from
a regime imposed by law to one that is contractual. 3
It is doubtful that support for the tacit contract theory can
properly be drawn from the asserted change in 1825 of legisla-
tive will. Examination of the Digest of 1808 reveals that it, like
the Code of 1825 and the present Code, also permitted the
spouses contractually to modify or reject the community re-
77. See Pascal, Updating Louisiana's Community of Gains, supra note 71, at 556.
78. Id. See also LA. DIGEST of 1808, 3.5.10 and 3.5.63.
79. LA. CiV. CODE arts. 2305, 2312, 2394, 2369, 2393 (1825).
80. LA. CIv. CODE art. 2312 (1825).
81. LA. CiM. CODE arts. 2325, 2332, 2399, 2424.
82. LA. CiV. CODE art. 2332 provides that a community regime exists "by opera-
tion of law, in all cases where there is no stipulation to the contrary."
83. Pascal, Updating Louisiana's Community of Gains, supra note 71, at 556.
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gime, although admittedly the Digest of 1808 was less than
clear on this point. One article in the Digest of 1808 provided
that prospective husbands and wives might regulate their
matrimonial agreements as they pleased, provided their stipu-
lations were not against good morals and were made according
to prescribed limitations and formalities .8 Another article pro-
vided that the prospective spouses might even stipulate that
their matrimonial agreement would be governed by the laws of
any state or territory in the Union, provided the spouses made
their intention explicit and formally renounced the benefits of
the laws of Louisiana. u The Digest further stated that if there
was neither a marriage agreement nor any special convention,
the rights of the spouses would be governed by "the following
chapters,""8 one of which, chapter 11 of title V, contained the
articles describing the community regime.87 Thus far the Digest
seemed clearly to apply the community regime only to spouses
who had not contracted, as they were free to do, for a different
regime.
However, two other articles appear to have made the com-
munity regime impervious to contractual modification. Article
10 said that the community of acquets or gains was a necessary
consequence of marriage within Louisiana and needed not be
stipulated in the marriage contract in order to take effect. 8
This article can be easily reconciled with the others by attrib-
uting to it the meaning that spouses who intended their prop-
erty to be regulated by the community regime did not need to
make a contract to that effect; they could achieve the desired
result simply by marrying without having made a contract or
by devising a contract silent as to the existence or non-
existence of the community regime. The article itself implied
that the matrimonial regime could be the subject of a prenup-
tial contract. It merely made such contracts unnecessary when
the spouses desired the community regime; it did not forbid
contractual adoption of a different regime by spouses who did
not desire the community regime.
84. LA. DIGEST of 1808, 3.5.1.
85. LA. DIGEST of 1808, 3.5.2.
86. LA. DIGEST of 1808, 3.5.8.
87. LA. DIGEST of 1808, 3.5.63-.85.
88. LA. DIGEST of 1808, 3.5.10.
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The second article in the Digest clouding the issue of con-
tractual modification or rejection of the community, article 63,
stated:
Every marriage contracted within this territory, superin-
duces of right, partnership or the community of acquets
and gains. This community or partnership of gains takes
place whether there be a marriage contract between the
parties or not and although, in case there be one, said
contract be entirely silent on this partnership or com-
munity."9
This article did not actually provide that the community re-
gime would govern the spouses in spite of a marriage contract
rejecting or modifying it, and it is unlikely that that was the
intended meaning of the article. Such a meaning would have
been inconsistent with the other articles previously mentioned.
It would also have been inconsistent with contemporaneous
Spanish law, which allowed the prospective spouses to make
express contracts regulating the matrimonial property, 0 and
with the Code Napoleon" and its Projet.12 It is more likely that
the words "whether there be a marriage contract between the
parties" were intended to refer only to marriage contracts that
did not explicitly reject or modify the community regime."
89. LA. DIGEST of 1808, 3.5.63 (emphasis added).
90. Pugh, The Spanish Community of Gains in 1803: Sociedad de Gananciales,
30 LA. L. REv. 1, 2 (1969).
91. Code Napoleon art. 1387 (1804). This article is the same as LA. CIv. CODE
art. 2305 (1825).
92. PaoJar Du GouvERNEKmE, Book II, Title X, arts. 11 and 113 (1800). Article
11 provided, "A d~faut de conventions entre les 6poux, il y a communaut6 de biens;"
which translated reads, "In default of agreements between the spouses, there is a
community of property." (Writer's transl.). Article 113 provided, "IUs conjoints peu-
vent, par leur contract du mariage, ou exclure totalement Ia communaut6, ou Ia modi-
fier, 'augmenter ou Ia restreindre;" which translated reads, "The spouses can, by their
contract of marriage either exclude the community totally, or modify it, or augment
or restrain it." (Writer's transl.).
93. The apparent ambiguity among the code articles could also be resolved by
interpreting the articles to mean that so long as the marriage was subject to Louisiana
law, the community of gains could not be modified or rejected, but that the parties
could contractually submit their matrimonial regime to the laws of another jurisdiction
and thus avoid the community of gains. See Pascal, Updating Louisiana's Community
of Gains, supra note 71, at 556. However, even if this interpretation is accepted it would
be misleading to assert that under the Digest of 1808 the spouses could not contrac-
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Significantly, article 63 appeared in the Code of 1825 and
its projet in the following form: "Every marriage, contracted in
this State, superinduces of right, partnership or community of
acquets or gains, if there be no stipulation to the contrary.""
If the amendment effected a change in the law by allowing the
spouses contractually to reject or modify the community re-
gime where article 63 had prohibited such action and was not
merely a clarification of the original meaning of the article, one
would expect to find a comment in the projet to the Code of
1825 noting the change in the law. There is no such comment. 5
Thus the Code of 1825, instead of changing the law to allow
parties to modify or reject the community contractually, sim-
ply clarified the provisions in the Digest of 1808 that already
allowed the prospective spouses that option.
Even if one accepts the argument that the Code of 1825
changed previous law under the Digest of 1808, that fact would
not explain how legislative permission to the prospective
spouses to modify or reject the community regime by contract
leads to the conclusion that the community regime that ad-
heres when the spouses have made no contract to the contrary,
is contractual rather than imposed by law. How does the
unexercised contractual power to modify or reject the com-
munity regime become the equivalent of a contractual
adoption of the community regime? The Louisiana Civil Code
contains no shortage of articles describing the elements of a
contract or conventional obligation. These articles make it
tually avoid or modify the community regime, when they could do so by contractually
adopting the law of another jurisdiction.
94. LA. Civ. CODE art. 2369 (1825).
95. 1 LA. LEGAL ARCHIVS, PRoJET OF THE CML CODE OF 1825 at 299 (1936). In the
preface to the projet the reporters state: "Every proposed alteration, whether by repeal
or amendment, of any article in the old Code, or by the insertion of any new title or
article, will be fairly written in one column of the page and the reasons for proposing
it in another." Id. at XCIV. Elsewhere in the projet the redactors were careful to note
when they were recommending changes in the law. See, e.g., id. at 115 where the
redactors of the projet explained their recommended change from the Roman-Spanish
conception of transmission of a succession to a completely different conception. In fact
the only comment in the projet concerning the spouses' contractual power to modify
or reject the community regime is the comment accompanying the proposal to suppress
part of article 3.5.1 of the Digest of 1808 that allowed spouses to agree that their
matrimonial affairs be regulated according to the laws of any state in the union. The
comment states that this provision only created difficulty and confusion. 1 LA. LEGAL
ARCHIVES, PROJET OF THE CML CODE OF 1825 at 294 (1936).
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clear that in order for a conventional obligation to arise, the
parties must have actually consented to be bound in such a way
that the will of both parties unites on the same point."6 Al-
though consent need not be express but may be implied from
the circumstances, even from silence or inaction,97 there must
still be an inquiry as to whether the circumstances establish a
factual basis for the inference of actual consent." The only
circumstance offered by the tacit contract theory as evidence
of actual consent to the establishment of a community regime
is the failure of the parties to make an express contract on the
subject prior to their marriage. However, several inferences as
to the parties' wills are possible from the fact that the parties
failed to make an express contract governing the matrimonial
regime: (1) the parties agreed that the community regime
would best suit them; (2) the parties were unable to agree on a
matrimonial regime; (3) the parties agreed on their dissatisfac-
tion with the community regime but because of the expense
and time involved in seeking legal advice were unable to con-
fect an express contract prior to the marriage; and (4) the par-
ties did not consider the matter at all. The tacit contract theory
might be valid if the first inference were the only possible one
to be drawn from the parties' failure to make an express con-
tract. In the case of the first inference, it could be said that the
parties' wills united on the same point, and thus there was
actual consent. However, in no way can the second, third, and
fourth inferences be said to lead to the conclusion that the
parties' wills united even tacitly on the community regime. In
reality the second and third inferences are as likely to reflect
the true state of the parties' minds as is the first, and the fourth
inference probably reflects the true state of mind in the vast
majority of cases. Thus, since a contract must be based on
actual consent, and actual consent to the community regime
may only rarely be inferred from the failure to make an express
96. LA. CIV. CODE arts. 1761, 1766, 1780, 1797, 1798, 1819.
97. LA. CIv. CODE art. 1811.
98. LA. CiV. CODE arts. 1811, 1816, 1817. See 1 S. LrrvINOFF, OBLIGATIONS § 133
in 6 LOUISIANA CIVIL LAW TREATISE 216-17 (1969). The Code also recognizes a category
of obligations that arise by operation of law and not from express or implied consent.
LA. Civ. CODE art. 2292. It is submitted that the community regime, since it is not
based on consent, must belong to this category.
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contract concerning the matrimonial regime, it would be incor-
rect to conclude that spouses who have made no prenuptial
contract have tacitly contracted for the community regime. In
most cases a tacit community regime contract is nothing more
than a fiction. The more frank explanation for the applicability
of the community regime to spouses who have not expressly
contracted to modify or reject the community regime is that
the legislature, realizing the necessity for some regulation of
matrimonial property in those cases, simply imposed the com-
munity regime on spouses who had not expressly agreed on
their own regulations.
The further one attempts to place the tacit matrimonial
regime contract into the Code's framework for contracts the
more imperfect does the fit appear. If the tacitly contracted
community regime were truly a contract, the courts would be
bound to give legal effect to it, as to all contracts, according to
the true intent of the parties." What would a court do when
confronted with spouses who rejected the community regime by
contract but did not execute the contract before a notary and
two witnesses as required by Civil Code article 2328? The court
would probably apply the legal community regime as if the
spouses had made no contract, for to do otherwise would be to
ignore the Code's required formalities. According to the tacit
contract theory the court would have recognized a tacit con-
tract for the community regime containing terms that are con-
trary to the clear intent of the spouses. 00 This inconsistency
would disappear if the fiction of tacit contract were dropped
and the community regime simply recognized as having been
imposed by the legislature on these spouses by operation of law.
Likewise, if the community regime that results when spouses
marry without having made an express contract is a tacit con-
tract, then it ought to be susceptible of invalidation like any
other contract for error, fraud, violence, or threats. °'1 For exam-
ple, since fraud can consist of a suppression of the truth with
99. LA. CIv. CODE art. 1945.
100. French writers have noted with criticism this same conflict between the
tacit contract theory and general contract theory. See 2 H. BATIFFOL, DR= INTERNA-
TIONAL Privg 278 (5th ed. 1970); 8 M. PLANIOL & G. RIPERT, DROrr CIVIL FRANqAIS 2-
8, at 31 (2d ed. 1957).
101. LA. CIv. CODE art. 1819.
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respect to a material part of the contract,0 2 may a woman who
married a lawyer claim that her tacit contract was induced by
her husband's fraud in not revealing to her prior to marriage
the disadvantages in management that the community regime
would produce for her, disadvantages of which a lawyer would
certainly have had knowledge? May all women who married
believing there was no way to avoid the community regime
claim that their tacit contracts are voidable for error of law as
a means of preventing loss due to such error?'" 3 There is slim
possibility of the courts recognizing such claims as would em-
broil them in baffling searches for the material part'04 or princi-
pal cause0 5 of the tacit matrimonial regime contract. Yet to be
consistent with general contract theory, the rules concerning
the vices of consent should apply.
Indeed the alleged tacit community regime contract re-
sembles a true contract only because the articles on the com-
munity regime are located in book I of the Louisiana Civil
Code as are the articles on contracts. If the community regime
were imposed on the spouses by law rather than by tacit con-
tract, the articles on the community regime might be expected
to be found in book I, which contains the articles on marriage
and the respective rights and duties of husband and wife in-
stead of book III. However, book III, entitled "Of the Different
Modes of Acquiring Things," includes modes of acquisition by
operation of law as well as by contract since it contains the
articles on intestate successions' and offenses and quasi-
offenses.' 7 Hence inclusion of the legal community regime arti-
cles in book III is not evidence of their contractual basis. The
articles on the legal community regime are sensibly located
among the contracts articles not because the community re-
gime is contractual, but because matrimonial regimes in gen-
eral may be the object of express contracts. Preceding the arti-
cles on the community regime are general articles concerning
express matrimonial regime contracts and articles on several
102. LA. Cwv. CODE art. 1847(5).
103. See LA. CIv. CODE arts. 1822 and 1846(3).
104. LA. Crv. CODE art. 1847(2).
105. LA. CIv. CODE art. 1846.
106. LA, CIV. CODE arts. 886-933.
107. LA. CiV. CODE arts. 2315-24.
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matrimonial regime "clauses" which may be adopted in ex-
press matrimonial regime contracts.108 The articles dealing
with express matrimonial regime contracts and clauses are
appropriately located in the book of the Code dealing with
contracts, and it is logical to follow them with the legal regime
articles in order to include all articles dealing with matrimonial
regimes in one place. Article 2332 confirms that the position of
the community regime articles within book III of the Code does
not render the regime contractual by declaring, "The partner-
ship or community of aquets [acquets] or gains needs not to
be stipulated; it exists by operation of law, in all cases where
there is no stipulation to the contrary.'10
Two articles in the Civil Code, neither of which is in the
title concerning matrimonial regimes, could nevertheless be
construed as lending support to the tacit contract theory. In the
title "Of Partnership" article 2807 provides: "The community
of property, created by marriage is not a partnership; it is the
effect of a contract governed by rules prescribed for that pur-
pose in this Code." Although arguably article 2807 by referring
to the community as the effect of a contract confirms that the
community regime is contractual in nature, examination of the
probable source of article 2807 makes this interpretation ques-
tionable. Professor Batiza has traced the article to a passage
from Pothier's treatise on partnership"O in which Pothier, dis-
tinguishing types of universal partnerships, refers to the conju-
gal community as contracted between those joined in mar-
riage."' It is doubtful, however, that Pothier was referring to
the conjugal community that results when the spouses have
made no prenuptial contract. In his Treatise on the Power of
the Husband Pothier distinguished between a community re-
gime adopted by the parties in a prenuptial contract and one
which results from the inaction of the parties. He denoted the
former as "conventional," the latter as "legal," for the former
108. LA. CIv. CODE arts. 2336-96.
109. LA. CIV. CODE art. 2332 (emphasis added). See also LA. CIV. CODE art. 2325
which provides: "In relation to property, the law only regulates the conjugal associa-
tion, in default of particular agreements .... " (emphasis added).
110. Batiza, The Actual Sources of the Louisiana Projet of 1823: A General
Analytical Survey, 47 TuL. L. REv. 1, 98 (1972).
1.11. R. POTHIER, TRAITr DU CONTRAT DE SOCIrtT n* 28 (Hutteau ed. 1807).
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is governed by the convention of the parties, the latter by the
law alone."' When he referred in the passage on partnership to
the community as "contracted" he may have had in mind a
"conventional" community for which the verb "contracted"
would be appropriate. Also he may have used the word
"contracted" to mean simply "acquired," that is, that the com-
munity regime is acquired by those joined in marriage who
have not made a prenuptial contract. Regardless, it is unlikely
that he meant that the legal community regime was contrac-
tual. Furthermore, since article 2807 states that the com-
munity regime is "created by marriage," the redactors, in say-
ing that the community regime is the "effect of a contract,"
may have intended the word "contract" to refer not to the
matrimonial regime contract, but to marriage itself, which is a
civil contract."' The article would then be an accurate charac-
terization of how spouses who have not made a prenuptial con-
tract acquire the community regime: it is created by their act
of marrying. Consequently, not only is the history of the article
unsupportive of the tacit contract theory, but the article's own
language is susceptible of an interpretation inconsistent with
the theory. Article 2807 is but tenuous support at best for the
tacit contract theory.
The second troublesome article is found in the title on
"Conventional Obligations." Article 1967 mentions the com-
munity of matrimonial gains as illustrating the kind of legisla-
tive provisions that take effect and regulate a contract when
the parties make no agreement to the contrary." ' The Code
thus seemingly implies that the community regime is a con-
tract. As in the case of article 2807 it is helpful to examine the
source of the article. Article 1967 has been traced to a passage
112. I R. POTHIER, TRAITE DE LA COMMUNAUTE ET DE LA PUISSANCE DU MARl 58
(Bernardi ed. 1806).
Furthermore, in his treatise on marriage he refers to the community regime that
results when the parties have married without making a matrimonial regime contract
as a civil effect of marriage. Hence he did not consider the legal regime a contract. I
R. POTHIER, TRAIT* DU CONTRAT DE MARIAGE n0 397 (1813).
113. LA. CIv. CODE art. 90 states that the law considers marriage a civil contract.
114. LA. CIv. CODE art. 1967 provides in part: "The laws directing a community
of matrimonial gains and a warranty on sales are examples of this kind of legislative
provision [provisions], which take effect and regulate the contract when the parties
make no agreement that contravene them."
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from Toullier.15 The passage does not say that the community
regime is a contract in the sense of a conventional obligation
resulting from the parties' consent; rather, it says that the
community regime is one of a group of legislative dispositions
in the Code Civil that serves as a contract to regulate the
affairs of the parties when they have made no specific contract
on the subject."" To say that dispositions of law serve as a
contract is not to say that the dispositions are the result of a
contract. The Toullier passage clearly shows that the source of
the dispositions is the law, not the agreement of the parties.
Furthermore, it can be argued that article 1967 does not refer
to all instances in which parties have married without having
made a matrimonial regime contract. The article is addressed
to situations where there is agreement by the parties at least
on the basic object of the contract. The article gives as its other
example of suppletive law a warranty on sales. It thus contem-
plates that the parties have at least agreed to give a thing for
a price, or else the transaction could not be characterized as a
sale." 7 In the case of the community of matrimonial gains the
article, by analogy to warranty on sales, contemplates that the
parties have at least agreed that they will regulate the owner-
ship and control of their marital property but have not speci-
fied how. Hence the word "contract" in article 1967 referring
115. Batiza, supra note 110, at 81.
116. VI C. TOULLIER, LE DRorr CIVIL FRANqAIs n ° 340 (4th ed. 1824). Toullier
commented:
Enfin, Ia loi est le supplement des contrats, lorsque les parties n'y ont pas
ddrogb. I existe meme une foule de dispositions qui n'ont pas d'autre objet que
de servir de contract aux parties. Telles sont, entre autres, celles qui concernent
les droits respectifs des poux. La loi ne r~git l'association conjugale, quant aux
biens, qu'a dfaut des conventions spdciales que les 6poux peuvent faire comme
ils le jugent A propos pourvu qu'elles ne soient pas contraires aux bonnes moeurs
ni A l'ordre public (1387). Ces dispositions sont le contract de mariage de ceux
qui n'en on pas fait. (Emphasis added.)
Translated, the passage provided:
Finally, the law is the supplement of contracts, when the parties have not
derogated from it. There exists even a group of dispositions which have no other
object than to serve the parties as a contract. Such are, among others, those
which concern the respective rights of spouses. The law regulates the conjugal
association with respect to property, only in default of particular agreements
which the spouses can make as they judge appropriate provided they are not
contrary to good morals or the public order. These dispositions are the marriage
contract of those who have not made one. (Writer's transl.)
117. See LA. Civ. CODE art. 2439.
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to the community of matrimonial gains can not be taken to
include the situation where the parties marry without having
given any thought to their matrimonial regime. In that situa-
tion article 2292, rather than article 1967, explains how the
parties acquire the community regime. Article 2292 states that
there are situations when without any agreement on the part
of the persons bound the law will impose obligations, as in
instances of "common property . ..and other like cases. ' '1 8
When the community regime is applied to spouses who have
married with no agreement as to matrimonial regime, their
situation fits easily into article 2292's description of obligations
imposed by law and need not be characterized under article
1967 as a contract the terms of which are supplied by law.
The tacit contract theory's strongest support is to be found
in French cases that have adopted it as the basis for a conflict
of laws rule pertaining to matrimonial regimes."' The French
tacit contract theory is derived originally not from a scholarly
exegesis of the Code Civil or pre-code customary law; rather,
it comes from an argument made in the early sixteenth century
by the French commentator Dumoulin in a famous consulta-
tion on an issue of conflict of laws in the case of the spouses
Ganey. 120 The spouses Ganey, who had been married in Paris
without making a prenuptial contract, owned property both
there and in another French province. The conflict of laws rule
prevailing at the time would have resulted in the matrimonial
regime of each province being applied to the property located
in that province. Dumoulin, however, propounded the theory
that when the spouses had made no prenuptial contract, they
had tacitly contracted that the law of their first matrimonial
domicile, in this case the Custom of Paris, would govern their
patrimonies wherever situated."' Dumoulin's tacit contract
argument was accepted by the French courts and was perpetu-
ated during the nineteenth century period of "liberal individu-
alism" when it was popular in France to view the civil law as
effectuating the individual will rather than imposing the gen-
118.' LA. CM. CODE art. 2292.





eral Will. 2 2 Several nineteenth century French decisions also
used the tacit contract theory to resolve issues of "conflict of
laws in time," that is, issues of the applicability of a new law
to a particular situation. 12 The decline of liberal individualism
brought a more critical look at the tacit contract theory, and
today in France it lies exposed as a fiction rejected by many
modern civilians. 24 While the tacit contract theory still serves
today in French law to explain historically the French conflict
of laws rule concerning spouses who own property in several
jurisdictions, in light of the criticism the theory has received
there, it should not be adopted in Louisiana to determine
whether a new matrimonial regimes law can be applied to
spouses married under the old regime.
Prior to 1973, the Louisiana Supreme Court three times
explored the tacit contract theory. In Saul v. His Creditors'25
the spouses were married in Virginia without an express matri-
monial regime contract and moved to Louisiana ten years later.
122. M. PLANIOL & G. RIPERT, supra note 100, at 29-30.
123. P. Roubier, whose treatise is the most extensive French work on the subject
of the applicability of new laws, reports that some nineteenth century French cases
equated the legal matrimonial regime with contractual matrimonial regimes and ap-
plied to the legal regime the contracts rule that the old law is to be applied. See P.
ROuBiER, LE DRorr TRANSrrOIRE 393-96 (2d ed. 1960). Thus the cases held that a new
law concerning matrimonial regimes was inapplicable to spouses who had entered into
marriage under an anterior regime. Id. at 393-96. Planiol and Ripert, however, criti-
cized the theory of these cases for if the theory were carried to its logical extent it would
immunize all aspects of the legal regime from future changes in the law, a result that
according to Planiol and Ripert was far too simple and inexact. M. PLANIOL & G.
RiPERT, supra note 100, at 39. They argued that the matrimonial regime is a complex
body of rights and duties which might have taken effect when the parties could scarcely
anticipate the problems that might occur during the long period of the regime's exist-
ence. They believed that some aspects of the matrimonial regime could properly be
subjected to a new law and were of the opinion, for example, that the powers of the
spouses to manage their property could be redistributed by a new law since neither
spouse could be viewed as having acquired any right to any particular power. Id.
124. H. BATIFFOL, supra note 100, at 278; G. CORRNAU, Las REGIMES
MATRIMONIAUX 123 (1974); M. DESBOIs, Le Rgime Matrimonial Lggal dans les Lgisla-
tions Contemporaines, in TRAVAUX ET RECHERCHES DE L'INsTrrur DE Daorr COMPAR9 DE
L'UNIVERSrrt DE PARIS 181 (1957); M. PLANIOL & G. RiPERTr, supra note 100, at 28-32.
See 2 J. CARBONIER, Daorr CIVIL 17 (8th ed. 1969). Contra 4 H., L., & J. MAZEAUD,
LEqONS DE DRorr CIvIL: R9GIMES MATRIMONIAUX 49-50 (3d ed, 1969). See also 3 P. CoLIN
& H. CAPrrANT, CouPs ELiMENTAIRP DE DROrr CIVIL FRANqAIs 7-8 (10th ed. 1950), noting
the rejection of the tacit contract theory by modern authors and suggesting that its
importance is now confined to questions of private international law.
125. 5 Mart. (N.S.) 569 (La. 1827).
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At the time of the wife's death the couple had acquired a large
amount of property in Louisiana. Since the husband was insol-
vent, his creditors claimed that the marital property should be
governed by the law of Virginia where no community of acquets
or gains existed; the heirs of the wife claimed one-half of the
marital property as the wife's share of the community under
Louisiana law. After reviewing the historical origins of the tacit
contract theory and the French conflict of laws rule derived
from it, which would have produced a decision in favor of the
creditors, the court labelled the theory "quite unsatisfactory,"
and decided that Louisiana matrimonial regimes law would
apply to the property acquired after the spouses moved to
Louisiana. 6
Five years after Saul, Dixon v. Dixon's Executors'27 ad-
dressed the question whether the repeal of the rule that prop-
erty acquired during the husband's domicile in Louisiana was
subject to Louisiana's community property laws and the sub-
stitution of a different rule that both husband and wife must
be domiciled in Louisiana in order for property acquired to be
subject to Louisiana's community property laws could affect
property acquired when the prior rule was in force. Husband
and wife had married in Pennsylvania. The husband moved to
Louisiana shortly after the marriage and continued to reside
there until his death, but the wife remained in Pennsylvania.
The first rule was in force when he arrived, the second when
he died. The central question decided and the point for which
the case is most often cited was that a wife to whom the com-
munity regime applies acquires a vested right to the com-
munity property during the marriage, not a mere expectancy
like an heir.2 8 The court followed Saul, which rejected the tacit
contract theory, in determining that the community regime
applied to this marriage once the husband moved to Loui-
126. Id. at 600. The conflict of laws rule announced in Saul v. His Creditors is
the accepted American rule. R. LEFLAR, AMERICAN CONFLICTS OF LAW § 236 (3d ed.
1977); Leflar, Community Property and Conflict of Laws, 21 CAL. L. REv. 221, 223
(1933). The highest court of New York also expressly rejected the tacit contract theory
in the context of conflict of laws in In re Majot's Estate, 199 N.Y. 29, 92 N.E. 402
(1910).
127. 4 La. Ann. 188 (1832).
128. Id. at 191-94.
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siana.'2 The Dixon court, however, held that once the com-
munity regime was established, the rights of husband and wife
to the property acquired during marriage would be regulated
by the law in force at the time the community regime was
established. 30 The court stated:
If, therefore, by the law of the country where the marriage
took place, a community of acquests [sic] and gains was
declared to be created by the marriage, or, in the language
of our code, superinduced of right by the contract, we
should think that a subsequent law, declaring there
should be no further community between the persons who
had entered in a violation of rights vested under the con-
tract, as a statute would be, which would alter the obli-
gations imposed, or impair the rights acquired, under a
contract of sale or of lease.' 3'
In upholding the wife's claim to one-half the property acquired
by the husband during his residence in Louisiana, the court in
Dixon took an ambiguous position toward the tacit contract
theory: it rejected the theory in so far as conflict of laws be-
tween states was concerned, but appears to have adopted it
concerning the effect of a new law upon the existing community
regime.3 2
Any uncertainty as to the extent to which the Louisiana
Supreme Court adopted the tacit contract theory in Dixon was
dispelled nineteen years later in Deshautels v. Fontenot. 133 Like
Dixon, Deshautels involved the applicability of a change in the
community regime laws to a marriage in existence under the
old laws. In Deshautels the wife owned a slave as her parapher-
nal property. Under the Spanish law in force in 1806 at the time
the spouses married, children of a slave owned by a spouse as
paraphernal property became community property. Under the
129. Id. at 193.
130. Id. at 192.
131. Id. at 191.
132. Id. The court seems to have applied the old law even to property acquired
by the husband after the new law went into effect, though the grounds for doing so
appear to have been estoppel due to the husband's continuing after the new law went
into effect to administer the property as if it were community. Id. at 194.
133. 6 La. Ann. 689 (1851).
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Digest of 1808, in force when a child was born to the wife's
slave, children of paraphernal slaves became the separate prop-
erty of the owner of their mother. The husband and wife had
made no marriage contract but had simply celebrated their
marriage, probably, the court supposed, without any thought
as to their matrimonial regime. The court stated:
In absence of an agreement of the parties, the correct view
to take of their contract is, that they submitted the regula-
tion of their marital rights to the existing laws, subject to
such changes in the general laws, as might be adopted by
the legislative power of the government, for the interest of
the country."'
Consequently, the court applied the Digest of 1808 and decided
that the slave-child was the wife's separate property. Although
in the quoted passage the court confusingly implied that
spouses who have made no agreement have contracted, the
result in the case is a clear rejection of the tacit contract theory.
That theory would have led the court to apply the law in effect
at the time of the marriage thus making the slave-child com-
munity property. Furthermore, in support of its conclusion
that the new law applied, the court mentioned two things: an
analogy to the conflict of laws rules subjecting married persons
moving to Louisiana to Louisiana's matrimonial regime laws
(enunciated in Saul, which rejected the tacit contract theory),
and previous decisions holding that the usufruct of the surviv-
ing spouse enacted in 1844 took effect as to marriages cele-
brated and property acquired before its passage.' 5 Both of
these authorities are inconsistent with the tacit contract
theory. Deshautels thus stands for the proposition that the
matrimonial regime existing between spouses who have not
made an express matrimonial regime contract is subject to
future legislative changes, the very proposition rejected by pro-
134. Id. at 690.
135. Id. The court cited no cases for either of these propositions, though clearly
in the case of the conflict of laws rule the court was referring to Saul v. His Creditors,
5 Mart. (N.S.) 569 (La. 1827). As to the usufruct of the surviving spouse, the court
may have been referring to Day v. Collins, 5 La. Ann. 588 (1850), which applied the
usufruct to a marriage apparently existing before the law instituting the usufruct went
into effect. The opinions in Day and Deshautels were both written by Justice Preston.
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ponents of the tacit contract theory. Dixon may be reconciled
with Deshautels by reading Dixon to mean only that future
legislative changes may neither destroy a spouse's one-half
ownership interest in community property acquired prior to the
change nor totally abrogate the community regime.
In 1973, without mentioning Saul, Dixon, or Deshautels on
the subject of the tacit contract, without examining the theory
in the light of the Code's provisions on contract, and without
noting the criticism of the tacit contract theory by modern
French commentators, the Louisiana Supreme Court an-
nounced in Creech v. Capitol Mack, Inc.'3" that "[iut is thus
very clear that the community regime is contractual." The
question to be answered in Creech, a case involving spouses
who had married without making an express matrimonial re-
gime contract, was whether the husband's antenuptial debt
could be satisfied from the community property during the
marriage. The court stated that the community of gains is a
contract between the spouses and concluded that creditors
must look not to the community for satisfaction of debts but
to the patrimony of the debtor-spouse.' 7 As the rest of the
Creech opinion showed, that conclusion followed not because
the community regime is a contract but because the com-
munity regime is not a juridical person or entity with a patri-
mony to which creditors can look for satisfaction.'38 Presum-
ably, the court thought that the supposed contractual nature
of the community was evidence that the community was not a
juridical person. However, it is inconclusive evidence on this
point since at least one common juridical person, the partner-
ship, is contractual in nature. 39 To determine whether the
community regime is a juridical person, the court needed to
look beyond the manner of the community's creation to the
purpose of its existence'" and to whether it is imbued with the
136. 287 So. 2d 497, 503 (La. 1973).
137. Id. at 504.
138. Id.
139. See LA. CiV. CODE art. 2801 (to the effect that a partnership is a contract);
A. YIANNOPOULOS, LOUISIANA CIVIL LAW SYSTEM § 53 (1971) (to the effect that a partner-
ship is a juridicial person or entity).
140. See A. YIANNOPOULOS, supra note 139, at 214, where it is stated: "According
to traditional civilian conceptions, juristic personality is accorded to associations of
human beings and to foundations established for the realization of a general interest."
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incidents of juristic personality: name, domicile, nationality,
and patrimony."' The Creech opinion does not reflect the anal-
ysis used to conclude that the community is not a juridical
person, but its reference to the contractual nature of the com-
munity added nothing and certainly was not crucial to its con-
clusion. That, plus the fact that the opinion shows no aware-
ness of contrary authority on the contractual nature of the
community regime, would justify treating the language in
Creech concerning the contractual nature of the community as
if it were dictum.12
Prior to the enactment of Act 627 the legislature too had
referred to the community as a tacit contract. Act 693 of 1975
directed all issuers of marriage licenses to provide to all appli-
cants for marriage licenses a summary of current matrimonial
regime laws prepared by the Louisiana Attorney General. The
Act specified three matters to be emphasized in the summary:
the possibility of contracting a regime other than the com-
munity regime, the impossibility of altering the regime after
marriage, and the conclusive presumption of law that the
spouses who have not entered into a marriage contract before
marriage did contract tacitly the community of gains."13 It is
doubtful that this Act can be claimed to have enacted the tacit
contract theory for Louisiana. The purpose of the Act was to
provide prospective spouses with a summary of current law; the
Act was not intended to change the law or to give a legislative
interpretation of existing law. Since the summary was designed
for the public rather than for lawyers or judges, it was intended
to emphasize to prospective spouses the practical consequences
for their property of marriage in Louisiana. It was surely unnec-
essary for that purpose to teach the public any particular legal
141. Id. at 216-17.
142. The court in Kirchberg v. Feenstra, 430 F. Supp. 642 (E.D. La. 1977), also
referred to the community regime as contractual. As the only authority for this proposi-
tion, the court cited Civil Code articles 2325, 2332, and 2424, which allow prospective
spouses to modify or reject the community regime by contract and quoted Pascal,
Updating Louisiana's Community of Gains, supra note 76, at 555-56. As in Creech,
there was no mention of the substantial contrary authority, and no explanation of how
the power to make an agreement regarding the matrimonial regime means that the
community regime resulting from failure to make such an agreement is contractual.
143. 1975 La. Acts, No. 693, adding LA. R.S. 9:264.
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theory such as the tacit contract theory.' If the legislative
reference to the tacit contract theory was thus unnecessary to
the purpose of Act 693 of 1975, which was only to inform the
public of current law, not to change, or interpret law, the Act
should not be regarded as legislative adoption of the tacit con-
tract theory.
Perhaps the most important point concerning the tacit
contract theory is that even if the theory be accepted as ex-
plaining how spouses who marry without making a matri-
monial regime contract are subjected to the community re-
gime, this fiction ought not to be used as the basis for resolving
constitutional problems concerning the matrimonial regime.
The United States Supreme Court has recently criticized the
attempted use of a similar fiction to support the constitution-
ality of inheritance laws. In Trimble v. Gordon,' the Court
rejected the argument that intestate inheritance laws merely
represent the presumed intent of the decedent as to the distri-
bution of his property. It was argued that since the decedent
could have made a will establishing a different distribution had
he so desired, any discrimination against illegitimate children
in the intestate order of descent is the decedent's discrimina-
tion, not the law's. The Court stated:
With respect to any individual, the argument of knowl-
edge and approval of the state law is sheer fiction. The
issue therefore becomes where the burden of inertia in
writing a will is to fall. At least when the disadvantaged
group has been a frequent target of discrimination, as ille-
gitimates have, we doubt that a State constitutionally
may place the burden on that group by invoking the
theory of "presumed intent.""'
One need only read "making a matrimonial regime contract"
for "writing a will" and "wives" for "illegitimates" in the
quoted passage to see, that the tacit contract theory will not
144. The Attorney General apparently disregarded the legislative directive to
emphasize the tacit contract theory since his summary contains no mention of it. See
LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, LOUISIANA COMMUNITY PROPERTY LAW AND How ITS
EFFECTS CAN BE CHANGED BY CONTRACT (1977).
145. 430 U.S. 762 (1977).
146. Id. at 775 n.16.
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carry its proponents as far as they would wish. For although a
fiction may be sufficient basis, for example, for a conflict of
laws rule, it is insufficient to determine constitutional rights.
Husband's Due Process Argument
If the tacit contract theory is not accepted for the purpose
of determining the constitutionality of applying the new matri-
monial regime laws to a husband married under the old laws,
the constitutional determination must be made under the stan-
dard of reasonableness and non-arbitrariness demanded by the
due process clause. The United States Supreme Court has con-
sidered the constitutionality of changes in matrimonial regime
laws diminishing the husband's power over community prop-
erty during the marriage. At issue in Arnett v. Reade'47 was
whether a new law requiring the wife's joinder in any convey-
ance of community real property could constitutionally be ap-
plied to community real property acquired when the law would
have permitted the husband alone to convey it.' s The Court
held that there was no violation of any constitutional provision
in applying the new law to community property acquired under
the old system. It reasoned that since the wife's interest in the
community property was more than a mere expectancy, the
legislature could properly protect her interest in the com-
munity property by requiring her joinder.' It appears from
this decision that so long as the wife's interest in the com-
munity is more than a mere expectancy, it is reasonable and
hence constitutional for the legislature to increase her powers
over the community; but by negative implication, if her inter-
147. 220 U.S. 311 (1911).
148. Arnett involved New Mexico law. The New Mexico Supreme Court had held
that the wife's interest in the community was a "mere expectancy." The United States
Supreme Court reexamined this holding in light of Spanish law and the wife's remedies
against the husband and concluded contrary to the holding of the New Mexico Su-
preme Court that under New Mexico law the wife had an interest greater than a mere
expectancy. In an earlier case, Warburton v. White, 176 U.S. 484 (1900), the Supreme
Court had held under Washington law that the wife's equal proprietary interest at
death in community property permitted a new law giving each spouse testamentary
capacity over one-half the community property to be constitutionally applied to com-
munity property acquired at a time when the old law gave the surviving spouse all of
the community property.
149. 220 U.S. at 320.
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est in the community property is a mere expectancy, legislative
diminution of the husband's powers may not be reasonable.1"
Since 1926 it has been clear that Louisiana considers the wife's
interest in the community to be more than a mere expect-
ancy. 51 Consequently, an increase in the Louisiana wife's man-
agement powers and a corresponding diminution in the hus-
band's would be reasonable legislation under Arnett v. Reade.
Legislative dimunitions of the husband's power to manage
the community property are nothing new to Louisiana. The
Code of 1825 limited the husband's power to make inter vivos
gifts of community immovables; his power to make gifts of
immovables under the Digest of 1808 had been unrestricted.'52
Beginning in 1912, a series of acts'53 led to the present require-
ment of the wife's consent to the mortgage, lease, or sale of
community property when her name appears in the title.' 4
Since 1921, legislation has enabled the wife, by filing an appro-
priate declaration to require her consent to the mortgage or sale
of the family home.5 5 In 1970 an amendment to article 686 of
the Code of Civil Procedure gave the wife the exclusive right
to sue for her earnings,' 6 and in 1975 she was given the power
to obligate her earnings for debts incurred by her either before
150. The negative implication might explain Spreckles v. Spreckles, 116 Cal.
339, 48 P. 228 (1867), in which the California Supreme Court held that an amendment
decreasing the power of the husband over the community property would not be given
retroactive application to affect community property acquired prior to the enactment
of the amendment. At the time the Spreckles decision was rendered, the California wife
had no ownership interest in community property during the marriage, only a mere
expectancy. For a thorough discussion of the problems generated by Spreckles for
California's community property reform, see Reppy, supra note 17.
151. The Louisiana wife's interest in the community property has been charac-
terized as follows: 1976 La. Acts, No. 444, amending LA. Civ. CODE art. 2398 (present
undivided one-half share); Creech v. Capitol Mack, Inc., 287 So. 2d 497 (La. 1973)
(imperfect ownership without use); Phillips v. Phillips, 160 La. 813, 107 So. 584 (1926)
(vested one-half interest). See also Dixon v. Dixon's Executors, 4 La. Ann. 188, 191
(1832) which as early as 1832 rejected the French view that the wife had only a mere
expectancy. The Louisiana Supreme Court did for a time espouse the "mere expect-
ancy" theory, see Guice v. Lawrence, 2 La. Ann. 226 (1847), but Phillips v. Phillips
overruled Guice and reinstated Dixon on this point.
152. Compare LA. CIV. CODE art. 2373 (1825) with LA. DIGEST of 1808, 3.5.66.
153. 1912 La. Acts, No. 170; 1962 La. Acts, No. 353; 1976 La. Acts, No. 679,
amending LA. CIV. CODE art. 2334.
154. LA. CIV. CODE art. 2334.
155. 1921 La. Acts, Ex. Sess., No. 35, codified in 9:2801-04 (Supp. 1976).
156. 1970 La. Acts, No. 344, amending LA. CODE CIV. P. art. 686.
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or during marriage. "7 The opportunity to argue that the legisla-
ture could not constitutionally apply these changes to hus-
bands married prior to the change or to community property
acquired prior to the change could have arisen with any of these
acts, yet so far as reported decisions show, the argument was
never made."" The absence of any constitutional challenge is
by no means conclusive on the issue of the non-arbitrariness
and reasonableness of applying the changes to pre-existing
marriages and previously acquired property, but a pattern of
heretofore unquestioned legislative activity diminishing the
husband's power is at least some evidence that the changes
wrought by the equal management law, which are not vastly
different in kind or degree from previous legislative diminu-
tions in the husband's power, ought not to be adjudged arbi-
trary or unreasonable.
Dictum in Cameron v. Rowland"' is the nearest statement
in Louisiana jurisprudence to a pronouncement on the consti-
tutionality of changes in the husband's management powers.
The statutes involved in that case were not matrimonial re-
gime laws per se but were statutes governing the purchase by
married women of shares in building and loan associations.
Indirectly these statutes did affect the management of com-
munity property. Under the general law of the community re-
gime the wife could not, without the consent of her husband,
use community funds to create through investment a separate
estate for herself. However, Acts 120 of 1902 and 140 of 1932 in
effect allowed the wife to do just that with respect to shares in
building and loan associations.'" In Cameron a married woman
purchased shares in a building and loan association in her own
name but with community funds. The heirs of her husband
157. 1975 La. Acts, No. 705, adding LA. R.S. 9:3581-85 (Louisiana Equal Credit
Opportunity Law).
158. Compare this result with the situation in California where since 1897 consti-
tutional arguments have been made repeatedly concerning the applicability of statu-
tory diminutions in the husband's powers to property acquired prior to the diminution.
See Reppy, supra note 17, at 1052-70.
159. 215 La. 177, 40 So. 2d 1 (1948).
160. These Acts provided that a married woman might own shares in building
and loan associations without the consent or authorization of her husband and that
the shares would be "for her separate benefit as paraphernal property." 1902 La. Acts,
No, 120, § 13. 1932 La. Acts, No. 140, § 34 is almost identical in this respect.
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asserted that these shares were community property. On re-
hearing, the Louisiana Supreme Court held that the statute in
effect at the time of the purchase governed the classification of
the shares as community or separate property,' and thus, the
shares purchased during the period the 1902 and 1932 Acts were
in effect were the wife's separate property.' Although the un-
constitutionality of the 1902 Act had not been pleaded,'63 the
court, nevertheless, stated that it knew of no constitutional
prohibition against the enactment of a statute empowering the
,/wife from the effective date of the statute to purchase building
and loan association shares in her own name as her separate
property, with the community being entitled to reimbursement
under the general laws of the community regime if she used
community funds.' The Cameron court thus would have held
constitutional a statute giving the wife power to invest com-
munity property for certain purposes, and in so doing, implic-
itly rejected the proposition that legislative changes in the pow-
ers of the spouses to manage community property can not af-
fect existing marriages.
Although France has no constitutional provision limiting
the legislature's power to pass retroactive laws,6 5 the retroac-
tivity provisions of France's 1965 matrimonial regime reform
evidence the modern French belief that parts of the reform may
reasonably be applied to spouses married under the old law.'
The extensive "transitional provisions" governing the applica-
bility of the 1965 reform,6 7 some of which ordained the survival
of the old law for spouses married prior to the new law,' signif-
icantly made the parts of the reform concerning administration
161. Cameron v. Rowland, 215 La. 177, 227, 40 So. 2d 1, 17-18 (1948).
162. Id. at 227, 233, 40 So. 2d at 18, 20.
163. Id. at 231, 40 So. 2d at 19.
164. Id. at 234-35; 40 So. 2d at 20.
165. See J. CARBONNIER, DRorr CnWL 108-10 (8th ed. 1969).
166. Although there are no French constitutional limits on retroactive laws, the
legislature is morally obligated to use restraint where expectations and acquired rights
may be disrupted by new laws. Id.
167. Arts. 9-23 de la loi n* 65-570 du 13 juillet 1965.
168. Art. 10 al. 1 de la loi du 13 juillet 1965 continued the old regime of com-
munity of movables and acquets for those married without contract prior to the effec-
tive date of the new law. The new law established the community of acquets as the
legal regime. Thus in so far as the composition of the community is concerned, the old
law survives for those spouses previously married.
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of separate and community property effective immediately for
all spouses living under the community regime regardless of the
date of their marriage, even though the husband's power was
thereby diminished.'"
Perhaps the reasonableness of applying the new equal
management rules to a husband married under the old law can
best be seen by asking whether the husband would be left with
any meaningful rights of management. After the effective date
of the new law he will still be empowered acting alone to obli-
gate the community property for both prenuptial and postnup-
tial debts,'70 and although he will need his wife's consent to
more transactions than under the old law, the new law provides
a summary procedure by which he can circumvent his wife's
arbitrary refusal or inability to consent.'7 ' With respect to the
ordinary affairs of a community business solely operated by
him '7 and to certain movables registered in his name,' he will
still be the exclusive manager. When it is remembered that the
alternative to applying the new equal management rules to
husbands married under the old law is to perpetuate the argu-
ably unconstitutional head and master rules for women mar-
ried prior to the new law, the husband married under the old
law will not be able to carry his burden of proof under the due
process clause of showing that the Louisiana legislature acted
arbitrarily or unreasonably in applying the new management
rules to him.
CHANGES IN MANAGEMENT OF COMMUNITY PROPERTY: EFFECT ON
RELATIONS BETWEEN A SPOUSE AND A THIRD PARTY
The equal management law affects not only the spouses,
but in two major ways it also affects third parties who deal with
the spouses. First, the equal management law specifies which
spouse has the authority to enter transactions with third par-
ties concerning the community property. Problems will arise
169. Arts. 10 al. 2 and 11 al. 2 de la loi du 13 juillet 1965. See H., L., & J.
MAZEAUD, supra note 124, at 117-19. The new provisions on administration applied
even to spouses who had made express contracts adopting a community regime. Id.
170. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2841.
171. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2847.
172. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2844.
173. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2845.
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when a third party has dealt with the proper spouse pursuant
to the old law, but the new law if applied to that transaction
would require the concurrence of both spouses. For example,
suppose that prior to the effective date of the new law the
husband has signed an agreement to sell a community immov-
able registered in his name alone that is not the family home
or has leased it with the lessee having an option to purchase.
Under the law in effect at the time the agreement to sell or the
lease with option to purchase was made the wife's concurrence
would not have been necessary to transfer title.' The new law
makes the wife's consent necessary for all sales of community
immovables17 5 If the act of sale has not taken place before the
effective date of the new law and the wife refuses to consent,
will the wife's concurrence as required by the new law be neces-
sary to transfer good title?
Section nine of Act 627 must first be consulted to see
whether the legislature intended the new law to be applied in
this situation. The section includes all spouses regardless of
when married (except those who have made express matri-
monial regime contracts) and all community property regard-
less of when acquired within the reach of new law, but contains
a proviso that the new law shall not be construed "to invalidate
any act or transaction" validly made prior to the effective date
of the Act.' If under these facts the new requirement of the
wife's consent could be viewed as invalidating the husband's
act or transaction, then the proper solution according to section
nine is that the wife's concurrence is not required. It is not
altogether clear, though, that application of the new law to this
situation amounts to the invalidation of an act or transaction
of which the proviso of section nine speaks. It may be argued
that the evil the legislature sought to avoid by enacting the
proviso was only the divesting of the title, or the voiding of
security rights, and that it did not intend to perpetuate the
head and master rules for all contracts concerning the aliena-
tion, lease, or encumbrance of community immovables entered
into under the old law and merely continuing under the new.
174. LA. CiV. CODE arts. 2334 and 2404.
175. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2843.
176. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9.
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Otherwise, the wife's new right to concur could be effectively
defeated if prior to the effective date of the new law the com-
munity immovables were made the object of contracts to sell,
lease, or mortgage no matter when performance is expected.'77
Acceptance of this restrictive interpretation of section
nine's invalidation proviso forces an examination of whether
requiring the wife's consent after the effective date of the new
law would be constitutional where the agreement to sell or
option to purchase was made without the wife's consent prior
to the new law. That leads to an inquiry as to whether the
contract between the husband and the transferee has been se-
verely impaired.'7 8 The extent of reliance on the husband's au-
thority, the extent to which the new law nullifies that author-
ity, and the extent of potential monetary loss are the relevant
factors in this inquiry.'7 Reliance on the husband's authority
may be deemed unjustified if the agreement to sell took place
after recent constitutional challenges to the husband's author-
ity as head and master ' 80 which, even though unsuccessful so
177. French jurisprudence shows similar difficulty interpreting the legislative
command to give immediate effect to the new law in matters concerning the spouses'
administration of their common and separate property. In a situation resembling the
one proposed in the text, one French trial court found a way to give immediate effect
to the wife's new right to consent but nevertheless protect the husband and third
party's expectations. In a 'case where the husband prior to the new law signed an
agreement to sell real estate subject to a suspensive condition that did not occur until
after the effective date of the new law, the tribunal held that at the time the agreement
became perfect the wife's consent was necessary; however, in order to prevent applica-
tion of the new law from prejudicing the third party, the tribunal permitted the sale
to take place but escrowed the part of the purchase price that was paid after the
effective date of the new law pending a further decision or until dissolution of the
community. Judgment of April 3, 1968, Trib. gr. inst., Draguignan, [1968] 11. 15696,
note J. Patarin, reported in G. GOUBEAUX ET P. BIHR, L'APPLICATION JURISPRUDEN-
CENTIELLE DE LA Lol DU 13 juiLr 1965 at 241-45 (1974). Had the sale been completed
prior to the new law's effective date the tribunal apparently would not have allowed
the wife to sequester the funds. See also the decision by the Court of Appeal of Lyon,
G. GOUBEAUX fT P. BIHR, supra at 245-47, where prior to the new law the husband had
leased a community immovable to his business but had not recorded the lease until
after the new law went into effect. The court held that the wife's consent was not
required, for as to her, the contract was effective at the time of the lease rather than
when it was recorded.
178. See Allied Structural Steel v. Spannus, 98 S. Ct. 2716 (1978).
179. See id. at 2723-25.
180. See Corpus Christi Parish Credit Union v. Martin, 358 So. 2d 295 (La. 1978).
Four of the justices did not reach the constitutional issue presented by the husband's
superior power over community immovables, but the three dissenting justices would
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far, should have alerted both husband and transferee to the
possibility that the constitution might require the wife's con-
sent. Furthermore, if the transaction took place after the enact-
ment of Act 627 but before its long postponed effective date,
the parties should have been aware that the wife's consent
might be legislatively required and hence reliance on prior law
would not be justified.
With respect to the extent to which the new act nullifies
the husband's authority it must be noted that if the wife with-
holds her consent arbitrarily or is unable to consent, the hus-
band can receive judicial authority to act without her consent'8'
and sue her for damages if her refusal to consent amounts to
fraud or bad faith in the management of the community. 2
Hence it may be argued that the new law will not nullify the
husband's authority, only limit it. However, if the wife is able
to consent and is not acting arbitrarily by withholding consent,
then application of the new law will nullify the husband's au-
thority.
If the impairment of the husband's contract with the
transferee were deemed severe, the husband and the transferee
would still be forced to suffer the impairment if the conse-
quences of impairment were outweighed by the purpose for
which the new law was passed. The law is addressed to the
broad societal interest"3 of upgrading the wife's status within
the matrimonial regime, a matter of urgency considering the
tenuous constitutionality of the head and master scheme. Ar-
guably that purpose can not be fully accomplished without
calling into question the validity of all contracts to sell, lease,
or mortgage community immovables entered into but not com-
pletely performed under the old law. However, even those
Louisiana Supreme Court justices who were willing to hold
unconstitutional the husband's power to mortgage without the
wife's consent a community immovable registered in the name
of both husband and wife would have done so only prospec-
have held the husband's power unconstitutional on the facts of the case. See also
Kirchberg v. Feenstra, 430 F. Supp. 642 (E.D. La. 1977), which upheld the husband's
authority as head and master but which is being appealed.
181. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2847.
182. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, §§ 1-2846, 4.
183. See Allied Structural Steel v. Spannus, 98 S. Ct. at 2724-25.
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tively. Thus there is already judicial indication that the so-
cietal interest in abolishing an unconstitutional arrangement
for managing the community property would not outweigh the
severe impairment of a contract made in reliance on prior law.
To this indication may be added the argument that had the
legislature intended for the invalidation proviso to exempt
from the effects of the new law only completely performed
transactions it could easily have said so. The conclusion pro-
duced is that section nine ought to be interpreted as not requir-
ing the wife's consent where the agreement concerning a com-
munity immovable was entered into by the husband validly
under the old law.
The second way in which third parties who deal with a
spouse are affected by the new law concerns the broadening by
Act 627 of the rights of unsecured creditors of the wife to reach
the community property. For example, under pre~ent law the
entire community property is subject to seizure to satisfy the
husband's, but not the wife's, debts.8 5 The new law makes the
entire community property answerable for the wife's as well as
the husband's debts, be they tort or contractual debts, premar-
ital or postmarital debts."8 ' Suppose the wife married under
present law incurs a debt prior to the effective date of the new
law. If she defaults may her creditor after the effective date of
the new law seize community property such as the husband's
salary ' 7 to satisfy the debt? If so, the creditors of the husband's
debts incurred prior to the new law could complain that when
they extended credit to the husband they relied upon his salary
as being impervious to the wife's debts other than those author-
ized by the husband or for necessaries. Those creditors would
argue that to apply the new law to the wife's debt would de-
prive them for seizure purposes of property on which they relied
in extending credit to the husband. The husband's pre-Act 627
184. Corpus Christi Parish Credit Union v. Martin, 358 So. 2d at 302-04 (La.
1978) (Tate, Dennis & Calogero, JJ., dissenting).
185. Creech v. Capitol Mack, Inc., 287 So. 2d 497 (La. 1973). The Louisiana
Equal Credit Opportunity Law, LA. R.S. 9:3581-85 (Supp. 1977), makes the wife's
salary available to satisfy her debts, but no other part of the community property is
liable for her debts unless she has acted as the husband's mandatary or the debt is for
necessaries the husband is obligated by law to provide.
186. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2841.
187. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2838 (1).
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creditors can make this argument even as to the wife's debts
incurred after the effective date of Act 627. However, their
argument is stronger with respect to her pre-Act 627 debts. As
to those debts, if the new law is to be applied, the wife's credi-
tor will have received a windfall: he will be allowed to seize the
husband's salary even though at the time he extended credit
to the wife the laW did not allow him such an opportunity to
satisfy her indebtedness; hence the wife's creditor could not
have relied upon the husband's salary in originally extending
credit to the wife.
Section nine states that the new law shall be applicable to
the "property and obligations of all spouses" whether the prop-
erty was acquired or an obligation incurred prior to or after the
effective date of the new law, provided that the applicability
of the new law does not invalidate an act or transaction made
according to the law in force at the time of the transaction.' 8
The new law as applied in this situation does not invalidate the
husband's pre-Act 627 debts, hence the proviso is inapplicable.
It thus seems clear that the legislature intended to treat the
unsecured creditors of the spouses equally under the new law
in so far as their right to seize community assets is concerned,
with no distinction as to when the obligations arose. This solu-
tion avoids the complications that might have arisen at disso-
lution had the legislature tried to preserve the old law for the
husband's pre-Act 627 creditors. The administrator upon disso-
lution' 9 would have had to carve out certain community prop-
erty to be impervious to the wife's creditors vis-a-vis the hus-
band's pre-Act 627 creditors without preferring the husband's
pre-Act 627 creditors to the husband's post-Act creditors or the
husband's post-Act 627 creditors to the wife's creditors. The
solution of applying the new law to all creditors is practical, but
is it constitutional?
Again the analysis begins with whether the husband's pre-
Act 627 obligations have been severely impaired. The new law
does not in any way disturb the husband's obligation to repay
nor the creditor's right to collect his debt from the husband's
188. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9.
189. 1978 La..Acts, No. 627, § 1-2851, provides that upon dissolution of the
community regime either spouse may petition for the appointment of an administrator
to liquidate the community according to the principles set forth in § 1-2852.
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patrimony; it simply makes the community property portion of
the husband's patrimony additionally subject to seizure by
creditors of the wife. The ability of the husband's creditors to
collect the debt may thus ultimately be lessened by the wife's
activity, but as a practical matter ultimate inability to collect
a debt is a risk that is familiar to the unsecured creditor. The
unsecured creditor has no right to any paiticular piece of the
debtor's property until the debtor has defaulted and judgment
has been obtained against the debtor.9 0 He has no recourse if
prior to the maturation of his debt his debtor becomes insol-
vent due to seizure of property by the debtor's other creditors.
Hence unsecured creditors always run the risk that the debtor's
patrimony will decrease. Arguably that risk has not included a
decrease due to the law's suddenly allowing someone besides
the debtor to dispose of or obligate the debtor's patrimony.
However, even this occurrence is not so very different from the
ordinary risk that circumstances beyond the debtor's control,
such as an increase in taxes or a downturn in the economy, will
decrease the debtor's patrimony. Furthermore, since 1975 when
the legislature passed the Equal Credit Opportunity Law al-
lowing wives to obligate their salaries,' creditors contemplat-
ing the extension of unsecured credit to husbands should have
been expecting further inroads by the wife's creditors to seizure
of community property. The reliance by pre-Act 627 unsecured
creditors of the husband on the old law thus is not extensive
enough to conclude that the obligation has been severely im-
paired. There being no severe impairment, a court must give
deference to the legislative wisdom 9 ' of applying the new law
to all debts no matter when they arose. 93
190. LA. CiV. CODE art. 1968. Consequently unless a creditor has reduced his
claim to judgment, he may not have standing to object to another creditor's seizure of
the debtor's assets.
191. LA. R.S. 9:3581-85 (Supp. 1977).
192. See Allied Structural Steel v. Spannus, 98 S. Ct. 2716 (1978).
193. Decisions in other community property jurisdictions have avoided the con-
stitutional issue by finding no legislative intent to apply retroactively a new law broad-
ening a creditor's access to the community property. McKee v. Conkle, 23 Ariz. App.
249, 532 P. 2d 191 (1975); Nat'l Bank of Commerce of Seattle v. Green, 1 Wash. App.
713, 463 P. 2d 187 (1969) (court opined that retroactive application would be unconsti-
tutional). California recently attempted to clarify its legislative intent concerning the
broadening of the creditor's access to community property for collection of the contrac-
tual debts of a spouse. 1977 CAL. STATS. Ch. 692, § 2 amended an earlier retroactivity
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CHANGES IN CLASSIFICATION OF ASSETS AS COMMUNITY OR
SEPARATE
Act 627 does not change the basic rules of classification of
property: property acquired during marriage other than by gift
to a spouse individually, by inheritance, or with separate funds
is community property."4 Neither does it change the presump-
tion that applies under article 2405 upon dissolution that prop-
erty possessed by either spouse during the community regime
is presumed to be community property.9 5 However, Act 627
does make changes in some particulars of classification. First,
the new law gives the husband the option currently given only
to the wife to declare by notarial act that the fruits and reve-
nues of his separate property will be separate.' Second, it
provides that the recovery for pain and suffering sustained dur-
provision to state, "[1This act shall not be construed to alter or modify or to otherwise
affect the legal effect of any act or transaction which occurred prior to [the effective
date of the reform]." The purpose of the amendment was apparently to insure that
pre-reform contractual obligations are treated under the old law.
In France article 10 of the law of July 13, 1965 has made the new matrimonial
regimes law immediately applicable to spouses regardless of when married in all mat-
ters that concern the administration of community property and biens reserves (certain
community property under control of the wife). However, where the issue is the applic-
ability of the new law to a new debt of a married person, the judges have refused to
recognize article 10 as authority for applying the new law. The jurisprudence has
apparently established that the law of July 13, 1965 is not applicable to contractual
debts of married persons that arose prior to the law's effective date. See Remy and
David, Le Passif Provisions de la Communaute Legale en Droit Transitoire, 43
RECEREIL DALLOY SIREY-CHRONIQUE 289 (1976). The new law making the community
property liable for the wife's delict or quasi-delict has also been held inapplicable to a
delict arising under the old law. Judgment of April 30, 1974, Cour d'Appel, lr.Ch.,
Nimes, [1974] Gaz. Pal. 1974.2.575; Judgment of Dec. 14, 1971, Cour d'Appel, Lyon,
[19711 Gaz. Pal. 1972.1.238. However, where the act or obligation in question occurred
prior to the new law and involved the wife's authority to administer her separate
property, the Court of Cassation held that the new law was immediately applicable.
Judgment of April 15, 1970, Cass. Civ. ire, [1970] D. 1970 Somm. P. 164; Judgment
of June 6, 1973, Cass. Civ. ire, [1973] Gaz. Pal. 1973 2 Somm. P. 177. Where the
obligation was one of reimbursement between the spouses the Court of Cassation,
applying article 12 of the law of July 13, 1965, held that the new law applied to a
community regime dissolved under the old law but not liquidated until after the
effective date of the new law. Judgment of Oct. 24, 1972, Cass. Civ. lere, [1972] D.
1973.285.
194. Compare 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2838 with LA. CIv. CODE arts. 2404,
2334.
195. Compare 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2838 with LA. Civ. CODE art. 2405.
196. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2839 (5).
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ing the marriage by the husband will be his separate prop-
erty, "7 whereas present law makes it community property."" It
provides further that upon dissolution of the community re-
gime the part of the recovery or award for injuries sustained
during marriage attributable to loss of earnings shall be appor-
tioned between earnings that would have occurred during the
community and post-dissolution earnings,"' the latter becom-
ing the separate property of the injured spouse. Act 627 thus
codifies the apportionment approach of West v. Ortego,2 °°
wherein the Louisiana Supreme Court designated as the hus-
band's separate property the portion of his workmen's compen-
sation recovery for an injury sustained during marriage that
represented loss of earnings that would have accrued after dis-
solution of the community. Although West involved recovery
received after dissolution of the marriage, the new law calls for
apportionment upon dissolution even as to recovery received
during the marriage.3" Third, the new law makes the wife's
197. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2840.
198. LA. CiV. CoDE arts. 2402, 2334. The wife's personal injury award has
always been her separate property. Id. See Chambers v. Chambers, 259 La. 246, 249
So. 2d 896 (La. 1971).
199. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2840. This section does not change the jurispru-
dential rule that if the injury is suffered prior to marriage, the recovery, though re-
ceived during marriage and perhaps representing loss of earnings that would have
accrued during marriage, is the separate property of the injured spouse. Broussard v.
Broussard, 340 So. 2d 1309 (La. 1976).
200. 325 So. 2d 242 (La. 1975).
201. Previously even those who favored the apportionment approach when the
husband's recovery was received after dissolution conceded that recovery collected
during the marriage was community property under Louisiana Civil Code articles 2334
and 2402. Chambers v. Chambers, 259 La. 246, 249 So. 2d 896 (1971) (Tate, J., dissent-
ing). In the case of recoveries received during the marriage apportionment raises sev-
eral questions. (1) How is the recovery for loss of earnings to be characterized during
the marriage? Apparently it must be characterized as community property under the
"catch all" provision of § 1-2838 (8). (2) Does apportionment upon dissolution occur
only as to any of the recovery that remains after dissolution or does it apply even to
recovery that has been consumed? If recovery that has been consumed is apportioned
to the injured spouse's separate estate he may be able to claim reimbursement if it
was spent for community purposes. See 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2852 (F). (3) Does
apportionment occur when the community is dissolved by death? When it is the
injured spouse who dies apportionment is unnecessary to protect him, and the surviv-
ing spouse should receive a community interest in all of the recovery representing loss
of earnings. When the non-injured spouse dies, there should be an apportionment to
protect the injured spouse just as when the community is dissolved by separation or
divorce.
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earnings prior to judicial separation, but while she is living
separate and apart from her husband with an intent to end the
marriage, community property, 22 where presently her earnings
under such circumstances would be separate property.203
Section nine of Act 627 clearly delineates the new law's
applicability in the area of classification of property: "[Tjhis
Act shall not be construed to change the characterization as
community or separate of assets acquired or fruits and reve-
nues accrued prior to January 1, 1980 ... ."z01 In making the
changes in classification applicable only as to property ac-
quired after the effective date of Act 627 the legislature may
have believed that it could not constitutionally have done oth-
erwise. Although Deshautels v. Fontenot25 approved the reclas-
sification of assets accruing after the effective date of the new
classification, 201 Dixon v. Dixon's Executors207 held that a wife
could not by subsequent legislation be divested of her one-half
interest in the community property already acquired. 208 A more
recent Louisiana appellate court decision likewise held that a
statute making a judgment of separation effective to dissolve
the community from the date of the petition could not be ap-
plied to a judgment rendered several years before the effective
202. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2838 (8).
203. LA. Civ. CODE art. 2334.
204. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9.
* 205. 6 La. Ann. 689 (1851).
* 206. Id. See discussion in text at note 133, supra. See also McElwee v. McElwee,
255 So. 2d 883 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1971), involving the application of a 1944 amendment
to Louisiana Civil Code article 2386. The amendment required the wife to file an
affidavit that she was administering her separate property in order to make its fruits
become her separate property. Under prior law if she administered her separate prop-
erty in fact, the fruits became her separate property even in the absence of an affidavit.
The property involved was a savings account opened prior to 1944 containing oil and
gas royalties from the wife's separate property which the wife had in fact always
administered herself. She argued that the requirements of filing the affidavit did not
apply to her, but the court held that amounts accruing after 1944 became community
property due to failure to file the affidavit. Said the court: "The amendment was
intended to affect existing communities of acquets and gains as well as those estab-
lished after its enactment." 255 So. 2d at 888.
207. 4 La. 188, 194 (1832).
208. Id. Dicta in Deshautels v. Fontenot, 6 La. Ann. 689, 690 (1851), however,
states that should the community be abolished by law, the repealed law would not




date of the statute since the effect of doing so would be to
change the classification from community to separate of the
property acquired between the dates of the petition and judg-
ment.101
California jurisprudence at one time reached the same
conclusion that a law could not reclassify previously acquired
property. The California Supreme Court at first held unconsti-
tutional under the due process and privileges and immunities
clauses a 1917 California statute providing that the removal of
chattels to California or a change in the spouses' domicile to
California converted the spouses' property into community
property.2"' Responding to the suggestion of the dissenting
judge that California could constitutionally regulate the trans-
mission on death of the property of a California domiciliary
even if the property had been acquired during a previous dom-
icile outside California, the California legislature enacted a
system of quasi-community property."' Under this system
marital property retains its initial characterization during the
marriage and may be dealt with by the spouses accordingly.
Hence if a spouse acquires property while domiciled in a non-
community property state, upon moving to California the
spouse would continue to treat the property as separate prop-
erty, and thus can make gifts of it or otherwise dispose of it
without the consent of the other spouse. However, upon ter-
mination of the marriage by death, divorce, or separation the
property would be treated as community property if it was
acquired in a manner that would have made it community
property under the California rules of characterization."' Thus
if the property was acquired with earnings during marriage, 21 1
it would be treated upon dissolution as quasi-community
property. With its impact thus focused on the transfer of
209. LaFleur v. Guillory, 181 So. 2d 323 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1965).
210. In re Thorton's Estate, 1 Cal. 2d 1, 33 P. 2d 1 (1934). The statute was an
attempt to achieve a fair division of marital property for couples who moved to Califor-
nia from common law states that did not utilize a community property system.
211. 1935 Cal. Stat. Ch. 831, § 1, the original quasi-community property statute,
applied only to transmission of property on death, but it now applies also to distribu-
tion of property of California domiciliaries when the marriage is dissolved by divorce
or separation. 1961 Cal. Stat. Ch. 636, § 2 et. seq.
212. CAL. CIv. CoDE § 4800 (West); CAL. PROB. CODE § 201.5 (West).
213. See CAL. CIV. CODE § 5110 (West).
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property of California domiciliaries at dissolution of the mar-
riage and its effect postponed until the happening of that
event, California's quasi-community property concept has
been sustained by the California Supreme Court.."' Indeed,
the California Supreme Court has gone even further in uphold-
ing a reclassification of property on divorce. It has held that a
new statute making the husband's earnings while living sepa-
rate and apart from his wife separate property, where formerly
they would have been community property, could be applied
to earnings accrued to a separated husband prior to the effec-
tive date of the new statute."'
The Louisiana legislature's "prospective only" approach is
sensible with respect to the husband's new power to declare
that the fruits and revenues of his separate property will be
separate property and also with respect-to the new community
classification of the earnings while living separate and apart.
The present rules compensate the wife somewhat for the hus-
band's considerable power to administer the community, and
it is fair that property acquired and classified while that power
existed retain its original classification. However, the codal
rules that have discriminated against husbands in the classifi-
cation of personal injury recoveries have had little connection
to his powers as head and master. Thus the legislature might
have achieved greater fairness by applying the new personal
injury recovery provision to recoveries already acquired instead
of giving it "prospective only" application. For example, a hus-
band's personal injury award received prior to the effective
date of Act 627 will be classified according to the old law under
the terms of section nine."1 It would have been fairer and, by
analogy to the California quasi-community property jurispru-
ence, constitutional for section nine to have permitted the new
law to apply if dissolution occured after the effective date of the
214. Addison v. Addison, 62 Cal. 2d 558, 399 P. 2d 897 (1965).
215. In re Bouquet, 16 Cal. 2d 583, 546 P. 2d 1371 (1976).
216. If the "asset" acquired in a personal injury situation is the cause of action
rather than the recovery, then under section nine of Act 627 the old law would apply
to a personal injury received prior to the effective date of Act 627 even though the
recovery was received after the effective date. Green v. Liberty Mutual, 352 So. 2d 366
(La. App. 4th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 354 So. 2d. 210 (La. 1978) suggests that the
"asset" is the cause of action.
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new law thus giving the injured husband his pain and suffering
recovery plus any part of the recovery representing post-
dissolution earnings as his separate property. The solution to
the problem of classification of personal injury damages pro-
vided by the new law is based on commendable humanitarian
concern for the injured spouse. It seems unwise to deny the
solution to those who need it but who unfortuitously receive
their injuries or their recoveries at the wrong time, particularly
if neither the United States nor the Louisiana Constitution
compels this result.
ELIMINATION OF THE HUSBAND'S "DOUBLE DECLARATION"
REQUIREMENT
Act 627 provides that "property possessed by either spouse
during the community regime is presumed to be community
property, but neither spouse shall be precluded from proving
its separate character. '217 As the applicable comment indi-
cates, the provision is intended to abolish the jurisprudential
requirement that in order to prove a piece of immovable prop-
erty is his separate property a husband must have included a
"double declaration" in the act of acquisition that the property
was bought with his separate funds and for his separate es-
tate. 28 If the double declaration requirement be viewed as a
rule of classification, that is, if the absence of the double decla-
ration in an act of acquisition be viewed as classifying the
property as community property, then according to section
nine, Act 627's elimination of the double declaration require-
ment can not be applied to property acquired by husbands
prior to the effective date of Act 627. As to such property a
husband's failure to make the double declaration would still
bar him from proving its separate character. If on the other
hand the double declaration requirement be viewed simply as
an evidentiary presumption governing proof in certain cases of
the separate character of the husband's property, then section
nine would make the elimination of the evidentiary presump-
tion applicable to the property of the husband even if it were
217. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2838.
218. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2838, comment (d). See Slaton v. King, 214 La.
89, 36 So. 2d 648 (1948).
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acquired prior to the effective date of the Act. There could be
no constitutional objection to applying a civil rule of evidence
retroactively. Civil rules of evidence exist to facilitate the de-
termination of the truth. A wife can hardly claim she has a
constitutional right to prevent her husband from using a newly
permitted method of proving the true state of affairs with re-
spect to a piece of marital property."'
A true evidentiary presumption merely shifts the burden
of producing evidence to the party against whom the presump-
tion operates but does not preclude that party from producing
evidence in rebuttal.2 0 Sometimes a true presumption also
forces the party to produce rebuttal evidence that is "clear and
convincing," not merely believable.n' If the double declaration
requirement operated as a true evidentiary presumption, the
wife would need only introduce the act of acquisition which
does not contain the double declaration as proof that the prop-
erty was community, and if the husband failed to produce any
evidence (or clear and convincing evidence) in rebuttal, the
wife would win the issue of classification. The Louisiana juris-
prudence, however, has not treated the double declaration re-
quirement in the manner of a true evidentiary presumption.
Peters v. Klein,122 for example, held that if a married man
acquires immovable property without making the double dec-
laration, "the property will belong to the community and, at
its dissolution the community will owe his separate estate for
the price paid." ' The husband is not entitled to present rebut-
tal evidence of the separate character of the property but must
instead content himself with a claim for reimbursement as the
result of the property's being classified as community. Thus,
219. See M. PIANIOL & G. RIPERT, supra note 100, at 43.
220. C. MCCORMICK, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE 804 (2d ed. 1972).
221. Id. at 822-23. If the double declaration requirement were a true presumption
its function would probably be to impose the higher standard of proof for rebuttal since
possession of the property during marriage already raises the presumption that the
property is community. LA. CIV. CODE art. 2405.
222. 161 La. 664, 109 So. 349 (1926).
223. Id. at 665, 109 So. at 350. See also Boulet v. Fruge, 221 So. 2d 602 (La. App.
3d Cir. 1969) (immovable purchased by husband without double declaration is
"conclusively presumed to belong to the community") (emphasis added); Watt v.
Stann, 195 So. 2d 343 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1967) (failure to make the double declaration




as applied by the jurisprudence the double declaration require-
ment is not a true evidentiary presumption but instead is a rule
of classification of property. As such, it is a rule that section
nine leaves undisturbed for property acquired prior to the effec-
tive date of Act 627.
California and New Mexico each recently abolished the
presumptions under their prior laws that an interest in real
property acquired by a married woman by written instrument
in her name alone was her separate property. 24 Significantly,
neither state made the abolition retroactive to affect property
acquired prior to the effective date of the abolition. 25 Commen-
tators in both states have suggested that the reason for the
prospective application of the abolition of the presumptions
was the desire by the legislatures to obviate constitutional
challenges that might have been made to the retroactive aboli-
tion of the presumptions. 8 The decision of these states against
retroactive abolition of their presumptions is thus consistent
with the conclusion that section nine of Act 627 leaves the
double declaration requirement applicable to property ac-
quired prior to the effective date of the new law.
EFFECT OF ACT 627 ON SPOUSES WHO HAVE EXPRESS
MATRIMONIAL REGIME CONTRACTS
Section nine of Act 627 explicitly makes the new legal
regime inapplicable to spouses who have made express matri-
monial regime contracts.2 The legislature clearly intended to
protect the reliance of spouses who have consciously sought to
tailor-make a matrimonial regime for themselves by making an
express matrimonial regime contract prior to marriage as per-
mitted under present law.228 Furthermore, the provision of Act
627 allowing spouses to contract during marriage, including the
224. CAL. CIv. CODE § 5110 (Derring); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 57-4A-6.
225. CAL. CIv. CODE § 5110 (Derring); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 57-4A-6.
226. See Bingaman, The Community Property Act of 1973: A Commentary and
Quasi-legislative History, 5 N.M. L. REV. 1, 25 (1975); Reppy, supra note 17, at 944.
227. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9. The word "express" makes it clear that even if
the theory be accepted that spouses who have married without making a matrimonial
regime contract have "tacitly" contracted for the community regime, the legislature
intended the new legal regime to apply to such "tacit" contracts.
228. LA. CIv. CODE arts. 2325 et seq.
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right to make matrimonial regime agreements during mar-
riage" will take effect as to all spouses several months in ad-
vance of the effective date of the new legal regime."" Even
spouses who have not availed themselves of the right to make
a matrimonial regime contract under present law will therefore
be allowed to adopt a matrimonial regime contract in time to
prevent the new legal regime from ever having effect as to
them. The Act thus recognizes fully the primacy of an express
matrimonial regime contract over the new legal regime.
Although by the terms of section nine the legal regime of
Act 627 will have no direct application to spouses who have
made matrimonial regime contracts, it may have an indirect
effect on such contracts made prior to the effective date of the
Act which refer simply to the "community regime" or "the
community of acquets and gains" in order to adopt the com-
munity with a specified modification. In interpreting these
terms according to the parties' intent,"3 ' will a court deem the
spouses to have intended the legal community regime as it
existed at the time of the contract, or the legal community
regime as it may be amended from time to time? A court may
of course arrive at its conclusion using any of the means pro-
vided by the Code for interpreting agreements. 3 ' Particularly,
a court may look to the way the parties have executed the
contract to furnish the interpretation.231 Thus if the spouses
have been consistently acting as if amendments to the legal
regime apply to them, their conduct has evidenced their intent
at the time of the contract to be bound by the legal regime as
amended from time to time.
If the spouses' intent can not be determined through the
usual methods of interpreting agreements, a court will have to
supply a special rule of interpretation to cover this situation. 3 ,
229. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, §§ 1-2834, 3, 5.
230. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9, para. 2 (effective date of right of spouses to
contract: sixty days after adjornment of 1979 regular legislative session), para. 1 (effec-
tive date of new legal regime: January 1, 1980).
231. LA. CIV. CODE arts. 1945, 1950.
232. LA. CIV. CODE arts. 1945-62.
233. LA. CIV. CODE art. 1956.
234. The court may determine, however, that there was no common consent on
this matter and hence no contract. LA. Civ. CODE art. 1945(4). See the pronouncement
to this effect in Stratton v. Lubins, 11 La. Ann. 380, 381 (1856).
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According to the French doctrinal rule the effects of contracts
are generally governed according to the law in force at the time
they are made except as to matters of public order.2 This
approach may have been adopted by the United States Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeal in a case involving the tax conse-
quences of a prenuptial matrimonial regime contract."' The
taxpayer's prenuptial contract outlined the legal regime except
for a provision governing administration of the wife's separate
property. The taxpayer argued that she had contracted for the
legal regime including any legislative changes concerning ad-
ministration of separate property. Not convinced, the court
held that in the absence of a contractual provision that the
general laws of Louisiana should regulate the community, the
parties had made a contract that would remain unaffected by
statutory change. However, because the clause in controversy
was an express contractual provision modifying a particular
part of the matrimonial regime, the case does not precisely
address the problem of the interpretation of a clause that
merely refers to or adopts the legal regime. The French ap-
proach also seems to have been followed by the Louisiana Su-
preme Court in the case of a trust in which the settlor stated
that the term of the trust "shall extend for the maximum time
permitted under the laws of the State of Louisiana.""2 ' The
Louisiana Supreme Court applied the maximum time permit-
ted by law at the time the trust took effect rather than the
maximum time as subsequently amended, though the court by
acknowledging that there was no settled interpretation of the
older maximum time ultimately interpreted the two time peri-
ods to be the same.
Several factors cast doubt on the wisdom of applying the
traditional French doctrinal rule to matrimonial regime con-
tracts. If a contract is intended to be performed immediately
or a short time after its confection, the law in effect at the time
of the making of the contract will be easily ascertainable. How-
ever, a matrimonial regime contract is not intended to be com-
pletely performed immediately and in fact may have a very
235. P. RoUIaR, supra note 123, at 360.
236. Clay v. United States, 161 F.2d 607, 610 (5th Cir. 1947).
237. Succession of Stewart, 301 So. 2d 872, 880 (La. 1974).
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long duration. During the time the matrimonial regime con-
tract is in effect there may be so many legislative changes and
judicial interpretations of the law that it will be difficult to pin-
point the precise state of the statutory law and jurisprudence
concerning the community regime at the time the contract was
made. This determination is particularly troublesome when, as
in Creech v. Capitol Mack, Inc., the Louisiana Supreme Court
overrules prior jurisprudence as having been an incorrect inter-
pretation of the law.138 What is "the law" for matrimonial re-
gime contracts referring to "the community" that were con-
fected during the reign of the incorrect jurisprudence?
Furthermore, although there may be good reason to freeze
the substantive rights and duties of the parties according to the
law in effect at the time of the contract, there may be no reason
to freeze the procedural or administrative aspects if to do so
would hinder the ultimate effectiveness of the substantive
parts of the contract. Trusts provide an example of this point.
In the case of the maximum term, distribution of income, ter-
mination of income interest, and other substantive provisions
of a trust where the settlor has simply referred to what is per-
mitted by Louisiana law, a trustee needs to be able to rely on
a fixed set of substantive provisions in making his distribution
decisions. Likewise a beneficiary ought to be able to rely on an
entitlement to benefits according to unvarying terms. On the
other hand, in the case of administrative or procedural provi-
sions where the settlor has merely referred to what is permitted
by Louisiana law, the settlor should perhaps be regarded as
intending that the trustees be able to avail themselves of any
subsequent law enabling them adminstratively or procedurally
to carry out the substantive provisions of the trust. Hence the
Trust Code itself provides that unless the trust stipulates oth-
erwise, it shall be governed in administrative and procedural
matters by subsequent amendments to the Trust Code. 3'
With respect to community regimes adopted by express
contract the French have legislatively declined to follow the
doctrinal rule of applying the law in existence at the time of
238. 287 So. 2d 497 (La. 1973).




the contract and have 'chosen instead to apply the new law to
such contracts in matters concerning administration of the
community property.4 0 While a tempering of the all-or-nothing
doctrinal rule is commendable, the distinction between sub-
stance and administration is replete with practical difficulties.
Unlike a trust, the matrimonial regime can not be separated
so clearly into substantive and administrative parts. For exam-
ple, would the new rule allowing the husband to declare the
fruits and revenues of his separate property to be separate24' be
a substantive rule or a rule concerning administration of sepa-
rate property? The rule is found in the new law in a section
concerning characterization of assets rather than in a section
on management or administration and would thus appear to be
a substantive rule. The analagous rule under the present law
provides that the wife, but not the husband, can reserve as
separate property the fruits and revenues of separate prop-
erty,"' which until such reservation are considered to be ad-
ministered by her husband." 3 So long as the wife's separate
property is administered by the husband, the profits therefrom
are community property.' Thus it can be argued that the clas-
sification of fruits and revenues of separate property is pres-
ently dependent upon administration of the property. Similar
difficulties arise in deciding whether a spouse's power to obli-
gate the community property for debts will stem from a sub-
stantive rule or from a rule of administration or management.
Again the new law locates the rule outside of the subpart con-
cerning management implying that the rule is one of classifica-
tion, not management. 4 However, jurisprudence under the
present law indicates that the community property is liable to
third persons for the husband's debts because his extensive
management powers over the community property place it
within his patrimony. 4 ' By analogy it can be argued that the
section of the new law that will allow either spouse to obligate
240. La loi n0 65-995 du 26 Nov. 1965, amending art. 11 de Ia loi no 65-570 du
13 juillet 1965.
241. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2839(5).
242. LA. CIV. CODE art. 2386.
243. LA. CIV. CODE art. 2385.
244. LA. CIV. CODE art. 2042.
245. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2841.
246. Creech v. Capitol Mack, Inc." 287 So. 2d 497, 507-08 (La. 1973).
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the community property stems from the new provision making
the spouses equal managers of the community property. 27 If it
can not be clearly determined whether the important rule con-
cerning the liability of the community property for debts of a
spouse pertains to substance or administration, the substance-
administration distinction does not furnish a practical method
for deciding whether the new community regime will be ap-
plied to spouses who prior to the new law contractually adopt
"the community regime."
The decision as to what the parties mean by "the com-
munity regime" must thus be made between: 1) application of
the law existing at the time of the contract and 2) application
of the new law without distinction between substance and
administration. The second alternative is preferable in that it
avoids a potentially difficult search for the statutory law and
decisional interpretation as of a particular point in time, and
it treats all spouses living under a community regime alike
whether their regime is contractual or imposed by law to the
extent that there are no express contractual modifications of
the community. If the new community regime is deemed wor-
thy to be applied to spouses on whom the law imposed the
community regime prior to the effective date of Act 627, then
it is likewise worthy to be applied to spouses who contractually
adopted the community regime prior to that time, unless
through the usual means of contract interpretation it be deter-
mined that the spouses intended to be regulated by the law as
it existed at the time of the contract.
EFFECT OF ACT 627 ON SPOUSES WHO ARE SEPARATE IN PROPERTY
AS A RESULT OF A JUDGMENT
Section nine of Act 627 will make the new legal regime
inapplicable to spouses who are conventionally separate in
property, for it specifies that the new legal regime is not to be
applied to spouses who have made express matrimonial regime
contracts. 48 Section nine, however, does not specifically ex-
empt from the effect of the new legal regime spouses who are
separate in property as a result of a judgment dissolving the
247. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2842.
248. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 9. See discussion at note 227, supra.
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community. Spouses who have obtained a judgment of separa-
tion from bed and board and have not proceeded to divorce or
who have reconciled without reinstating the community regime
by notarial act would, under the present law, be living under a
regime of separation of property, 4 ' as would spouses when the
wife has obtained a judgment of separation of property.5 0 Did
the legislature intend to subject these spouses to the new legal
regime of community to the extent that to do so would not
reclassify assets already acquired or invalidate transactions? In
the case of a wife who has obtained a judgment of separation
of property to protect herself from the disorder of her husband's
affairs the legislature certainly can not have intended to endan-
ger her marital assets once again by reuniting the spouses'
property under a community regime. Unless the condition of
the husband's affairs had improved since the judgment of sepa-
ration of property, the wife who found herself once again sub-
ject to a community regime would be entitled to seek another
judgment of separation of property under the new law.' It
would certainly be unfair of the legislature to force her to seek
the same remedy for the same cause twice. If conditions had
in fact improved, the new law would permit the spouses once
again to have the benefit of a community regime by adopting
it through contract. There is thus no reason for the legislature
to impose the new community regime automatically on this
wife on the assumption that the husband's affairs have im-
proved. Similarly, where the spouses are separated from bed
and board and are unreconciled, there would be no reason for
the legislature to impose the new community regime on them
since they are neither in fact nor in law sharing their lives or
their property as spouses.
On the other hand, where the spouses were separated from
bed and board by judgment and have since reconciled but have
not reinstated the community regime by notarial act, some-
thing can be said in favor of applying the new community
regime to them. Since they are at least in fact and in law
sharing their lives as spouses once more, it may not be unrea-
249. LA. CIv. CODE art. 155 requires the filing of a notarial declaration to rees-
tablish the community regime after it has been dissolved by legal separation.
250. LA. CIv. CODE art. 2425.
251. 1978 La. Acts, No. 627, § 1-2856.
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sonable to suppose that the legislature intended them to share
their marital property as before. A spouse is this situation can
not honorably argue that applying the new community regime
to him would nullify one of his purposes in obtaining a separa-
tion from bed and board. Although the dissolution of the com-
munity is an effect of separation from bed and board, a spouse
can not legally have obtained a separation for the purpose of
ending the community regime. A desire to end the community
regime does not constitute grounds for separation.252 Further-
more, many legally separated spouses may have assumed that
upon reconciliation their community regime was automatically
reestablished. To put these reconciled spouses under a new
community regime would actually accord with their expecta-
tions. Thus, unless the legislature in the forthcoming session
states its intent not to apply the new legal regime to reconciled
spouses, a court may with some justification allow such appli-
cation.
CONCLUSION
Pollock and Maitland once noted that "[i]f there is to be
any law at all, contract must be taught to know its place. 2 53
Their observation marks the limit to which impairment of con-
tract can be argued to invalidate new legislation. The observa-
tion applies with special vigor to a fictitious contract like the
tacit matrimonial regime contract. The tacit contract's place
is somewhere other than among the factors that determine the
constitutionality of new legislation as applied to particular per-
sons. Thus, it is not an obstacle to the achievement of the
desirable goal embodied in section nine of Act 627 of bringing
as many persons as possible under a single legal regime.
The legislature in its next session could further its com-
mendable reform effort by clarifying specific sections and by
addressing those constitutional questions presented in this ar-
ticle but not fully considered during the 1978 session. Responsi-
ble legislative attention to these areas could determine the ex-
tent of the success of Louisiana's new equal management ap-
proach.
252. See LA. CIv. CODE art. 138.
253. II F. POLLOCK & F. MAITLAND, THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LAW BEFORE THE
TIME OF EDWARD I at 233 (2d ed. 1911).
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